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The Clovis News Has Nearly Double the Circulation of Any Other Newspaper In Curry County.
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FARM, GRAIN and HAIL
INSURANCE

Baker Brothers
AGENCY

FARM LOANS
LOW
RATES, EASY TERMS.

Baker Brothers
Agency

Official Newspaper of the United State Land Office and of the I'eople of Curry County
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CLOVIS,

The Sworn

NEW MEXICO. AUGUST

24. 1916.

$1.50 PER YEAS

Circulation of Clovis News is

Bona-fid- e

.i.

1,716

LONG DROUGHT IS BROKEN
LARGEST CIRCULATION OF ANY CURRY COUNTY BOYS AND
BY BIG SOAKING RAINS PAPER IN EASTERN NEW MEXICO
GIRLS AFTER GOLD MEDAL
Will be Worth Half Million Dollars to Curry County.
And Only Three Cities in Entire State Have Papers Ten Club Members In Agricultural Extension Work
Means Another Year of Prosperity.
That Surpass It.
to Attend Encampment at Albuquerque.
Who said Clovia was a dry
town? Those who saw the
rivers of water racing through
the streets Sunday night, and
the ponda standing in vacant
lots could imagine they were in
the City of Venice just as easily
as in Clovis, New Mexico. To
a newcomer who thought it
couldn't rain in this country it
was a revelation.
The worst drouth that has prevailed in Eastern New Mexico
in many years was effectively
broken by a six days soaking
rain. The rain was general
throughout the plains country.
It started to rain on Thursday
and kept it up until Tuesday
morning.
The wind blew a gale
and it rained all Saturday night.
Sunday and Monday night there
wns another downpour.
According to the local weather
bureau there was 7:03 inches of
rainfall during the six days
diHtributed as follows: Thursday
,H3 inches, Friday .30 inched,
Saturday 3:00 inches, Sunday
Monday 1:90 inches,
HO inches,
and Tuesday :20 inches. This
makes a total of 7:03 inches of
rainfall in six. days.
The rain came just in the nick
of time to save the row crops,

but it came nevertheless,
and
will insure plenty of feed for the
wiater months. The farmers
and stockmen are happy, for it
means good grass on the range
which will fatten the cattle before winter sets in.
The moisture in the ground
will be worth half a million dollars or more, to Curry County.
It is almost inestimable. There
is an excellent season in the
ground for wheat planting,
and with the acreage nearly
double that of last year, it is
easy to see what it means to the
people of the county.
This is the first good soakin g
rain since last April, and it was
a welcome one. The farmers
and stock growers are jubilant
and the people are in high spirits.
It means an other year of prosperity to Cbvis and Curry County.
From the weather bureau reports, the big rain storms that
swept Curry County first of the
week were caused by the tropical hurricane that struck Corpus
Christi and Brownsville, Texas,
Friday night.
After striking
the Texas coast the great storm
curved to the Northwest and
spent its force over the plains of
Eastern New Mexico.

PAND0LF0 BOUND OVER
Later All Parties Concerned Agree on Settlement
and Matter Will Be Dropped.

AGREED ON SETTLEMENT

e

suits filed in the district court
by Pandolfo against the Clovis
National Bank and Alex Shipley,
its president, and the one against
the Clovis Journal will be dismissed.
Likewise the suit filed
against S. C. Pandolfo will be
dismissed. All parties concerned have agreed to terminate
legal procedure at its present
stage of development

P. Friend,

e

What The News Has!
circulation of l.71o
The Clovis News has an actual bona-fidand the books are open to prove it. See the affidavit below:
e

State of New Mexico )
County of Curry
C. C. Buckingham, being duly aworn on this the 21st day
of August, 1916, upon his oath, deposes and saya that he is the
manager of the Clovia News, a weekly newspaper published at
Clovis, Curry County, New Mexico, deposes and says that said
circulation of 1.71S copies.
newspaper has a boa
Signed: C. C. Buckingham.
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this 21st day of August, 1916.
Fred W. James, Notsry Public.
My commission expires April 12, 1917.

The News Offera Advertisers

NEARLY DOUBLE the circulation (and for the
of any other paper in Curry county. This
same money)
is worthy of serious consideration by every business house in
Clovis.

Stranger Badly Injured
E.

lished in 1906 when the town
was started. It is now in its
tenth year and has constantly
forged ahead until it has the
largest circulation of any paper
in Eastern New Mexico.
A circulation of 1.716 copies
in a new town and a new country is a big list
According to Lord and Thomas' newspaper directory of 1916,
published in Chicag), which is
considered eminent authority,
there are but three cities in the
state that have newspapers with
circulations larger than the Clovis News. They are Albuquerque, Las Vegas and Santa Fe.
It may be interesting to the
people of Ciovis to know that
its home paper, the Clovis News
has the largest circulation of
any newspaper in the state outside of these three cities.
The sworn statement of the
bona-fidcirculation of the News
is given below. Read it.

News Circulation Statement

TO THE GRAND JURY

The case of S. C. Pandolfo, or
gamzer of the Pan Motor Car
Company, came up for hearing
in Clovis Tuesday afternoon be
fore Justice Noble. Pandolfo
was charred with making
damaging statements concerning
the Clovis National Bank and
some of its officials.
The action grew out of the
memoriable gathering held in
this city on the night of July 19
at the Elks auditorium, when
considerable charges and accusations were indulged in by
prominent citizens of Clovis and
Promotor Pandolfo.
At the preliminary hearing
Pandolfo was bound over to the
grand jury under a bond of $500,
The
which was furnished.
grand jury convenes the fourth
Monday in September.
A large crowd was present at
the preliminary hearing which
offered considerable merriment
te the spectators, who were
called down once by the court
for laughter. Mr. Pandolfo was
present attired in a palm beach
suit and a radiant smile, and
was in close consultation with
his attorney W. A. Gillenwater
during the proceedings, Attorney A. W. Hockenhull represented the plaintiff.

circulaThe worn bona-fidtion of the Cloria News is 1,716.
It is with considerable degree
of pride that the News makes
this announcement. Pardon us
if we blow our horn a little, as
the old adage goes: "He that
tooteth not his own horn, the
same shall not be tooted." We
believe that advertisers and the
people of Clovis and Curry county have a right to know just
what the circulation of the
News is.
The first question prospective
advertisers ask of a newspaper
is "What's your circulation""
It is only right and proper that
they Bhould know. The day of
buying a "pig in a poke" is
over. A newspaper's stock in
trade is its advertising space,
and the advertising public is entitled to know just what they
are getting for their money.
The News is the oldest paper
in Clovis, hiving been estab

aged

42

was

Nebraska Man Seeks

Information About Clevis
badly injured last Tueaday night
when he fell from a rnoving
The News has received the
freight train, in the Santa Fe following letter from E. E.
yards. Friend alleges that he Tingley one of its subscribers at
was thrown from the train by Shelton, Nebraska:
trainmen. His injuries consist
"Will you please inform me
of a broken colar bone and some through the columns of your
fractured ribs. He was taken paper what the population of
to the Santa Fe hospital for Clevis is, and what is its altitreatment. Friend was a Strang tude. What is the average yearer here and was said to be tak ly rainfall, and what months
ing a free ride on a freight have the heaviest precipitation?
train.
What is the average yearly temFireman Eversole Dies
R. B. Eversole, aged 24, the
young Santa Fe fireman who was
injured in a wreck in the valley
several weeka ago died Thursday night at the Santa Fe hospital in Clovis. The bedy was
prepared for burial by C. V.
Steed the undertaker, who shipped the remains to Harrons,
Ohio, the old home of the de-

Tuesday evening after the preliminary hearing of Pandolfo, a ceased.
meeting was held by all parties
Elbert Rimey entertained his
concerned and it was agreed that
the suits filed by both sides be little friends Thursday in honor'
dropped. Aa a resilt the two of hia fourth birthday.

perature, and the extreme heat
and cold?"
Clovis has a population of
5,000, and its altitude is 4,200
feet above sea level. The average yearly rainfall is 22 inches,
this has been the average for
the past ten years. Good rains
are look for in July and August
and in the winter months, This
summer has been an exception
however in regard to rainfall.
Very little rain fell in July, but
August is showing up better.
An inch rainfall was recorded
in Clovis last Thursday nieht.

The boys and girls of Curry
County who are interested in
club work will be pleased to
know that L. C. Mersfelder,
State Supervisor of Industrial
Education, will award a Gold
Medal te the boy or girl winning
highest honors this year by the
close of the fair at Albuquerque.
Mr. Mersfelder writes that he is
expecting the Curry County
boys and girls as usual to be
right at the top. He advises
that the boys and girls throughout the state are manifesting
more interest in club work this
year than ever before.
The people of Curry county
can point with pride to the fact
that outside of the counties with
paid agents in agricultural extension work, this cour.ty leads

the list in point of club enroll
ment and ranks among the beat
in actual club work.
County Superintendent
of
Schoola J. M. Bickley, has taken
a leading part in the club work
of Curry County and much credit is due him for the large enrollment and interest taken by
the young folks of the county.
Ten boys and girls from Curry County will get a free trip
to the ten daya encampment
held at Albuquerque this year.
They will be chosen as the winners in club work, and the expenses of the trip will be paid
by the county.
Many ef the
boys and girls are working hard
to get thia trip. The winners
will be announced in the News
at a later date.

CLOVIS' NEW WELL COULD
WATER A CITY OF 20,000
Will Save the City $2,000 a Year in Fuel, Up keep
and Labor. Well About Completed.
Work is progressing rapidly and labor.
The old wells Will
on the new well being bored by be held in reserve but will
the city for the water works not be used after the completion
system, and it will soon be com- of the big one.
pleted.
Mr. Chalfant saya ia making
The well is said to be the larg- the big well, the city ia building
est one ever drilled in the Unit- for the future. He thinks it
ed States with a rotary machine. will have a capacity large enough
The total depth is 515 feet. The to furnish water to a city of
first 245 feet is cased with a 36 15,000 to 20,000 inhabitants.
inch pipe placed in a 40 inch
hole. The next 110 feet has a
John Luikart at Home
14 inch casitig, and an 8 Inch pipe
Lieutenant
John Luikart of
goes the rest of the way, which
Company "K" spent the week
is 160 feet.
in Clovis among friends and relThe main shaft will have an
atives, and was glad to get back
elevator just like a large office
home for a few daya. He rebuilding with capacity for one
ports the Clovia boys on the
passenger.
The well is now
--

completed with the exception of border getting along nicely, and
are always anxious to hear from
the larpe room whieh is now
home.
being dug out at a depth of 225
feet. This room will be 15 to 20 Lieutenant Luikart is in sym- feet square and will be lined patny witn the movement to
raise a mesa fund for the boya
This has been the dryest year in with concrete. From this cavity at the front. He says that the
ten years, although there was a the water will be pumped to the boys have plenty of plain food,
good wheat crop which made surface by a large centrifugal but have no little delicacies
pump.
from 10 to 80 bushels per acre,
which they are accustomed to at
Few people realixe the imporand the row crops will make
home and that chicken would be
tance of this great well. It is
plenty of feed far the winter.
considered a luxury. Far this
attracting
more attention apparFrom best reports the average
reason
he thinks the mess fund
yearly temperature is about GO ently outside of Clovis than it is is a worthy movement, and one
in the city.
parAlbuquerque
degrees. The hottest weather is
that would be highly appreciated
from 98 to 100 degrees, which ties are watching it with a view by all the boya in Company "K."
is unusual, and the eoldest is of drilling one there. Amarillo
Other towns and cities all over
offiaround zero, which is very rare, has already sent some city
the
country are raising mesa
With our high elevation we en- cials to investigate it and the funds for the boys from home
joy the best of climate, it being Santa Fe railroad may put one and many towns smaller than
neither of the extremes, too hot down.
Clovis have made niee
Credit for this big enterprise
or too cold. This is the finest
is due G. W. Chalfant, Superinclimate in the world.
He
tendent of Pablic Works.
Miss
Thyrza Johnson
of
has worked long and faithful for
county,
Roosevelt
among
hun
its
He
a
success.
knows
what
residGritlith,
a
farmer
J. G.
ing neat Hollene. was a recent hard job it is to keep the ma- dreds of teachers examined thia
caller at the News office. Mr. chinery in running order on the summer at Santa Fe made a
Griffith has lived in Curry county five small wells which now sup-sl- grade of 100. per oent. Only one
The other made this record. Miss
the city with water.
during the vast ten years having
norma)
ca- Johnson spelled fifty words cornew
will
He
a
well
have
her-Illinois.
from
'
come
saya this is the best) country in pacity of pumping 400,000 gal- rectly, placed the correct diathe worli ind only regrets that lons a day, which can be in- critical marks for all the vowels
he did not come here sooner. creased to a million gallons a and consonants, marked and acMr. Griffith makes Clovia hia day if the occasion demands it. cented a group of seven words,
trading point, although it is 34 The new well will save the city and gave two rulea that are use$2,000 a year in fuel, upkeep ful in spelling.
miles from his home.
y
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Keep Children Off Streets

MEXICO

Some complaints are being
made against small children runTAPLE8 SHOW UP WELL IN THE ning the streets on Saturday
GRAND TOTALS.
night during the band concerts.
There is a curfew law which proAuguit Government Crop Report le hibits children from being on
Surprlaing in Face of Recent
the streets after eight o'clock,
Long Dry 8pll.
Only a few nights ago one of
Clovis' prominent citizens while
Witrn Ntwapuptr Union Nw Barvte.
of the driving his machine down Main
Miiumury
Bantu K- 6- A
ALgunt crop report for the Stale ol street barely missed four or five
New M"xlco, an compiled by th Uu small children who were crossreuu of Crop Kl iuiatc-- (and trim a
ing the street in the middle of
milted through the Weuthur llurtau),
I'. 8. Department of Agriculture, Is the block. They were all under
ua followH:
five years of age and alone.
Corn Auk. forecast, 2,2iin.(HM bush This should not be permitted.
1m; production
lust year (final estiSmall children should not be almate), 2.7U0.O00 huulicls.
esti- lowed on the streets at any time
,Wlnter Wheal Preliminary
mate 1, 050,(100 bUHhols; production without escorts. It is dangerous
last yeur (finul estimate), 1,144,00(1
business, and if the practice is
buHliels.
not Btopped some of them will
Spring Wheat Auk.
forecast,
buuhelH; production hint year get run over.

rd Week
(By Special Request)

ROY E. FOX

We are proud of all the accounts that we have,
but satisfaction is the enemy of progress and we
want this btmk to grow with Clovis and Curry
County and we have great fith in the future of
:
our country.
The resources, the si ability and safety of this
bank are too well known to require comment. We
pride ourselves in having as strong a list of
'
as there is in New Mexico.
We want this bank also to be known as the bank
of Friendship and Progress, a bank where you can
go and talk over yoar business problems with
a
bank for the farmer-a- nd
your bankers-t- he
de
our
a
that
bank
nd
farmer-afriend to the
'-

1

Popular Players

(tlnal cBiliiiiiie), I,0t2,o0o bushela.
Outs

t.lCiO.unU
forecast,
production last year (final
eMlmutei, 2,100,000 bnshelx.

Auk.

1

buslifls;

MONDAY, AUG. 28, '16.

Dove Hunting Season Open

With the opening of the dove
bushels; product kin lant year
season August 16 the game proestimate I, Sno.noo IiuhIicIs.
is warning
Hay Auk.
forecast, 1177,000 Ions; tective association
production lust year (final estimate), hunters toitmember the game
4: ,0(M) Ions.
law, and also the unwritten laws
I'UHturi1
condition CI, com of respect and decency.
The
pared with the
uvcrane of Mi.
they
year,
of
shooting
the
first
-Apples Auk.
128.O0"
forecast,
offer many temptations
burrels;
production last year (final say,
After many
entmnle), STU.OOO l)urrels.
to the careless.
1'rlces The firs! price fjiven below months of waiting for the eni (ho average on Auk. this year,
sport,
und the second the average on Auk. joyment of his favorite
hunter is liable
last year. Wheat, $1.08 and $115 the
per bushel. Corn, Site and !Hc. Oats. to leave gaies open, shoot up
49c and iiiic.
Potatoes,
$1.9 and
forget
$1.2(.
Hay $12.20 and I'JjO per too. livestock, and otherwise
that he is responsible for decent
Kegs, 25c and 2".c er dozen.
behavior on other people's property. The association points out
Camp Will Accommodate 25,000.
A Bection of land near the that such carelessness disturbs
DeininH
Mlmlires river Is being cleared and the friendly relations between
piped and otherwise prepared for a
ranchmen, and
enmp of 2.V0OO mlllliamen. A ware sportsmen and
Loose 80x7oo feet has been com is no longer tolerated by
leted and ground broken for another
citizens.
us large. Kciur of the elKht units of
who attempts to add
man
The
the big army hospital bus been
quail
or ducks to his
young
any
The hospital will accommoThe following bg, or who kills more than the
date 500 patients.
troops are expected to arrive soon: legal limit of 20 doves, will have
West Virginia, 2,5oo; Arkansas, 3,5uo;
a hard time getting away with
Colorado, 4,Ut0, and 2,000 Horn
birds.
his
The dove crop is said to be
good and promises excellent
Eank Resources Increase $2,800,000.
state- sport.
Santa K6 A comparative
Potatoes

Ahb.

1

forei-ant-

,

-'

stock-holde-

1

UNDER WATERPROOF TENT

INTERESTS

MUTUAL

OUR

IT

positee

Of.ft.000

will be proud of.

rs

-

(final

1

DON'T FAIL TO COME!

!

4

.

1

ten-yea- r
1

LIST OF PLAYS

1

Whirlpool."

MONDAY-"T- he

1

TUESDAY -- ' 'The Wise Fool. "
"The Thief,"

WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY

"The Half Breed."

"The Church and

FRIDAY

SATURDAY MATINEE
SATURDAY NIGHT

It's

People."

"The Good Samaritan."

"The Sultan's Daughter."

over-zealou-

:- -:

10 and 20 cents.

:- -:

.

"Clean Clothes That Feel Fine"

ment of state bank conditions on June
30, last, and June 23, 1915, which has
Car
been prepared In the state bunk examiner's office, shows a not Increase fence
In state bank resources In the year
During the same
of $2,81i,5U8.11.
period I he total dupoBltg increased
$2.1C4,31!i.CS,
and the loans and dis
counts $l,89U,4:i.U. Savings deposit
crs increased 4,145, and all other de- 5
positors 3,037, a total of 7,782. The
total number of depositors In state 9
banks on June ::o, last, was 24,815.

That feeling of comfort aid contentment
that cornea only with correctly laundered
underwear and hosiery is assured you if
you send your work to us. Our methods
produce a soft, soothing finish that cannot
be excelled.
And the priees are right.

of barb wire and wove
just received.
Barry Hardware Co.

"The 014 Reliable"

INo

wovfaoseV-arcxillk-

by Lightning.
Henigim Martinez and
Presentation Munoz, twio well known
citizens of Arroyo Hondo, were klllojd
by lightning.

Plumbing
Work,..

D. R. Shape, Prop.

rV

Leases 6,000 Acres of Oil Lands.
Santa Ke- - 11. B. (iooch and uskocI-aicH- ,
Oklahoma oil men now drilling
( n property
of the fan Juan Ilasiii
Oil Company, near f'ruitland, in San
Juun county closed a lease with
State Land Commissioner Robert P.
Krvien for twelve s hool sections In
San lui.n county. The urea is a little
Tic; lease pro. thun ti.oiio ai re:!.
drC'i-- g
of at least one
les for
'
i.il t ctlon retained
i r
h si
I.
of he le'ise and
pel
.lie f,
for a royal y rx 0 pi cem to the
d and
state on all oil ana ge
.vision
n.urketed. There Is
lor a 10 per cent ro
iiy guso-- i
Una manufactured
ulurnl
en do- fny. A bond f $r,
pi sited to Kuucantee
...li.uent
o: the provisions.
I

e

-

No two people have exactly the
same eye trouble, either. Why
take chances on PICKING OUT
a pair of glasses that will do you
more harm than good, when you
can hare your eyes fitted correctly with glasses that will be
COMFORTABLE.
Have the
children's eyes examined before
school time WITHOUT KXTRA
CHARGE.

Flat 'attallon
t

Company !

REGISTERED OPTOMETRISTS

sei

.

ice.

ui

Tlicrse co'iiianlos cmi-.- e
Hattulion of tin'
Kirnt

I'

imep' of Infan'ry. New Mex-i- l
"'ji-djarnow in active
tjur Arthur Huh lieint. !n
..
.. headquarter.,
it Huch- -

Na
--

v

'i

l

lit.

4

Jewelry

11

it

1

Denhcf

I"
I
lc

Now in

4

.

Boarding and Day School for the practical and refined
Education of Young Ladies and Little Girls.
Also Boys under fourteen years of age.
High Sehool, Commercial, Grammar and Primary Departments. Music, Vocal and Instrumental. Expression
and Needlework included in the curriculum.
For catalog and necessary information, address:
A

Stanton, Texas.

ONLY THE BEST
OF WHEAT.
ground into the finest flour
used in baking our bread.
You surely will enjoy the
meal of whioh eur bread
forms a part. Many people
have declared our bread to
be the best they ever tasted. Try a loaf, If you
like good bread then you
will surely like ours.

For good, sanitary plumbing that will Btand the test,
phon

TEXAS.

is

407

V. J. HIVELY
Let us figure on your work

THE CLOVIS BAKERY

J. W. HUNTER
WHAT SCHOOL?

Livestock and Commercial

AUCTIONEER
Will enr mIm snrwhwib Lomtadat
The Ixxii star Wmob Yard.
r. O. Bo 18
Fhoo m.

Clovis,

Is a serious question. Attend the old reliable DRAUGH-C-N'Fifty BIG colleges in 18 states; 226.000 graduates in positions: 28 years successful record; 10,000
annual enrollment.
Positions guaranteed.
Write fer
FREK catalogue and be convinced that DRAUGHON'S
is THE BEST. Free course in Salesmanship and Business Efficiency to those entering before September the
10th, We also teach Spanish.

S.

New Mexico

The Sanitary
Barber. Shop.
M. V. White, Prop.
All that the name signifies
Sanitary in every respect.
Baths. Join our list of
customers.

.

:. Coi

Academy of Our Lady of Mercy

The

AlfulfaLlr. Co.

C. Homer Wileman.

Mgr.

Amarillo. Texas

ar

Convict Guard of Ignoring Call.
t'olum bus Lewis O. Uardinur,
The best in oil stoves. Let us
!!vate of the First New Mexico In
you.
on
Bhow
charge
guilty
a
was
lu.ry,
found
to the federal
ut fall Inn to Fubst-riboatb which would muster bitn Into the
service of the United States with bis
company June 14 last, after a trial before a general courtir.irtiul here. The
verdict, together
wi b the
reeoi
Cellar pcts, as straight as a
!' 'i cn
of ti,e
38-tr
i.'rt to gun barrel.
f
I.!

S. A. Jackson, the merchant
I test your eyes and see that prince of Grady, was a business
visitor at the county seat
yoar glasses fit you.
Dr Gibson.

Union Mortgage Co.

regu-reg'il-

imr-rd-

August 27
There will be all the usual
services this Sunday. The sermon Sunday evening will be esWe are
pecially to mothers.
having some very fine music at
each service at our church. Ws
give a cordial invitation to all to
worship with us.

...

l

Killed

First Methodist Church

SISTERS OF MERCY,

See us atfonce!

Money for School Fund.
Santa Ke The State Land Office
to the state
turned over $.V.'8.84
Measurer of which $:i,972.27 goes into
the common school fund.

Santa

5

We want your farm
loans, Can handle
them on short notice.

settlement.

Clovis Steam Lauudry

New Socialist Paper
The first issue of the Southwestern Socialist made its appearance in Clovis Wednesday.
It is a weenly. Floyd Dotson is
editor and publisher, and J. W.
Hunter, asMstant editor and
A flaming
business manager.
top
of the front
headline at the
page says "We want a Revolution with Ballots and not with
Bullets."

STANTON. MARTIN COUNTT,
fc

Money! Money!

California to 8ettle In Taos.
Taos Californlu people are said to
bt consldrtrlng purchase of a large n
trrct of land on the Costilla rlvor for

OUR MOTTO: "SAFETY FIRST"
OUR SPECIALTY: CATTLE LOANS

s

1

PRICES

The Citizens Bank of Clovis

Phone

27.

West Grand Avenue.

Next door to McFarlin's

THE STAR MARKET
HOUK BROS. Props.
Home Killed Meats Our Specialty. Fresh
Vegetablee, Fish and Oysters in Season.

HIGHEST

MARKET PRICE PAID

.

FOR HIDES

THE CLOVIS NEWS

the
KITCHEN

8omp hove inurh anil ptimt ha

To know Mrs. Elizabeth Ilrown
Ihivls nnd her work should he
to dissolve the last shred of
doubt concerning the iihlllty of a
Intellectual woman to advance
year after year In ttio courise of her
chosen profession, und lit tho samo
time to carry, with obvious success,
tho full rcxtKinsihl titles of marriage,
which in her ruso comprise over L'ii
years of wifehood, motherhood mid
dtf';::
J
0
liomeniiiklng.
grout-esMrs. Dnvls is said to lio the
t
woimin authority upon astronom-li'ii- l
mathematics la thin country, prob-abl- y
In tho world, and has been making computations fur the Nautical Almanac, published annually by the
I'nttcd Slates naval observatory at
Washington, for the last
yours,
Mrs. Davis began this work rood
after her graduation from tho Coorgn
Washington I'nlvi-rslly- ,
under I'rof.
Simon Newcoinh, tho distinguished as
tronomer, who liad olinrgo of the Nmilicnl Aliiiannc for tunny years. During
tho early years of assisting Professor Neweuiiih she took a
course
In astronomy ami malheinalles at Johns Hopkins university, whose doors
opened to lior before, they were regularly opened to women, upon the recommendation of I'rofessor Newentnh. From thai time to tills Mrs. 1 vis has made
the computations for the Nautical Aliiiiiiuie.
.Mrs. Davis finds her greatest relaxation and her favorite reereutlon In
different brunches of mat hematics. She keeps In touch with the latest current
mathematical literature and is ever seeking new problems on which to try her
strength.
Although devoted to her own scientific work, Mrs. Davis takes the keenest
Interest In that of her husband, Mr. Arthur l'owcll Davis, director of the United
States reclamation service.

Siime huve nut a
.
Their empty

hlrsii
yet pounds!
True riches In true happltieiu.
-- Jeliii
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GENERAL

GOVERNOR

The appointment of tho duke of
Devonshire ns governor general of
Camilla In succession to the duke of
Coiinuught has given a good dcul of
gratification III olllclal circles in the
Dominion.
Known ns one of the richest peers
in Knglum!, the duke of Devonshire Is
nil Intimate friend of King tieorge,
while the duchess, who was l.ady Kvelyn Kinily Fltzmaurlee, daughter of
the llflh mnrquis of I.andsdowne, Is
also said to ho Queen Mary's .closest
friend. She received the appointment
of mistress of the robes In I'.MO, while
,
was treasurer
the duke, during
offhls majesty's household.
The duke, who Is the ninth duke
of Devonshire, is In his forty-ti- l nth
year and succeeded his uncle, the
eighth duke, In I'.KIS. He was ediicuted
at Kton and ramhrblge university and
during
was member of purlin
S..-4,rLimn
nient from West Derbyshire. At the
termination of Ills connection with his majesty's household, the duke wns
appointed financial secretary to the treasury and served for two years. He Is
lord lieutenant of Derbyshire and chancellor of Leeds university.
The duke, who Is said to he very democratic, owns nn estate of about 1st!
acres, nn which are valuable mineral deposits. In addition to owning the
famous Devonshire house In London, he has five estates, at which there ur
three picture galleries, a stutue gallery, and nn Immense library.
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HETTY GREEN'S

HEIR

Edward II. It. (irecn quit
Texus a few years ago and went to
New York nt the request of his mot her,
Mrs. Hetty tireen, to prepare, under
her able guidance, to assume the linuti-clresponsibilities so long borne by
recent death, at
herself. Mrs.
found him still
the age of eighty-two- ,
a student of the iimiiiigoiiictit of the
1 i
reputed fortune of f KHMkm.imi which
gave his mother the title of "world's
richest woman." He Is Joint heir with
his sister, Mrs. Matthew Astor Wllks,
uf the hulk of this great estate.
years
Colonel Croon Is forly-elgeld. He was born in London,
'
on August 1!2. 1W. while his parV.
I
I
ents were touring Kurope. He attendI
ed public school in Now York city, and
Inter was graduated from l'nrilhum
college. He also studied law in Chicago, and was admitted to the bar
after passing Ids examinations with
high honors. In HKKI lie took charge
of the Texas Midland railroad, and Is now president and general manager of
hat Hue.
'
He Is unmarried. "When it comes to women, I find it best to give all of
them u wldo berth," he says. "I think I've got along easier by doing that. I've
seen so ninny of my friends get buuiped becuuse they didn't sidestep soon
enough."

SAVORY

SALAD.

Bp

The countleM sold of a mrry heart.
The mtilea anil prarle nt a Invlns life.
run bring to the
The Idle mull
mart.
Nor the running- hoard up In his
treaaury.
-- Wllltnm lilake
r

DINNER IN THE WOODS.

tin-en'- s

y

lei

A snlnd Is suitable to serve at any
meal, upon any occasion to any peo
ple, but not every
salad. "Salads refresh without exciting and make
younger."
people
There are several
points
Iniporlant
In he observed In
the milking of sal- When vegenils.
tables are used Ihey should be fresh
ami crisp und usually the salad is better If mixed Just before serving, not
to destroy the ciispness as that Is
the chief cluirin of a siibid.
Th kind of salad dressing to use depends upon the combination and upon
the taste of the persons to be served.
The simple 1'rencli dressing Is one that
Is miwt commonly liked mid one which
Is so easily prepared that It appeals
to the busy housewife. One part of
strong vinegar to three parts oil Is
usually siillleleiitly acid, then with the
addition of suit mid red pepper to
taste, when well beaten und allowed
to chill It Is ready to serve.
A touch of garlic or onion Is liked
for flavor In many vegetable salads.
This may he obtained by rubbing a cut
clove of garlic over the Inside of the
salad howl or rubbing a piece of bread
which Is placed In the bottom of the
howl to season the whole dish. This
Is culled a chiipon. Tills bread may
bo in one piece or In small cubes und
erved with the salad If liked.
When parsley Is to he used gather
a well washed bunch In the hand and
with a sharp knife shred It very fine;
gather the leaves closely with the
fingers, then chop the parsley with the
knife until very fine. Tut the finely
chopped herb In a cloth and hold under a stream of water, wring dry and
use this green powder to dust over
the snlud.
Itadlshes may be cut to look like
tulips. With a sharp knife score the
red skin at the root end Into five or
six sections extending up the rndish
nearly to the stem, then loosen the
skin and place in cold water when
they will become crisp und the points
will stand out like the petals of a
flower.
Small pickles or gherkins may he
cut In very thin slices lengthwise without detaching at one end, then spread
out the slices as a fun li spread. I'se
as a garnish.
Cucumbers are delicious served
sliced with a sour rreiim dressing.
This Is especially well liked by the
Germans.
Kndlve served In a howl, rubbed
with garlic, sprinkle with chopped
chives and serve with string henns,
with French dressing.

Col.
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RoniH are rich and eonie are peer,
Home have Unit, anme have lerta,

When the family loses Its appetite,
tnke a well tilled basket, and after n
good trump In the woods
anything will taste good.
A
few good things for
the basket ure given
herew ith :
Veal Loaf.
Tnke
i

IllIt. l(BJ

)

Cm

11

potindu

finely elioiuicil veal.
sW
V
mix with three well beaten eggs, a grated nutmeg, a liiblespoonfiil of
salt n ml a tcaspoonful of
black pepper, a tablespoonf ul of thyme
and onion Jub e ami a dash of cayenne.
Add three tiihlespiMUifuls
of cream
ami three water crackers, rolled fine.
Mix In a long lonf. cover with thin
slices of salt pork and bake an hour,
busting often.
This may be sliced
thin and wrapped in paniflue paper, or
mny be used In slices as sandwich
I
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filling.

GARDNER AND THE TRAMP
were telling u story about
Kcprcscntnlivc (iiirdncr and his fervent preparedness cauiptilgii.
It seems that n begging trump approached a group of congressmen, and
one of them pointed out Mr. Cardner
ami said :
"Nothing doing here, Weary, but
that gcnllemiin there Is very charitable, und If you tackle him you'll lie
apt to make a h.iul."
"Tanks, boss," said the trump,
huskily, and he hurried to Mr. tiurd-newhile til others looked on with
Interest.
The tramp and the sl.ilesmcn
we're seen to talk earnestly together
for some lime. Then their hands met,
a piece of money plainly passed between them, mid the trump stepped
tiiimiily nwny
"Well, did you land him?" a congressman asked the tramp.'
"No," the trumn answered, cheer
gave him a quarter towurda his uplcndid national prcpurcdticMt
They

r,

fully. "No;
limipnlgn."

I

Deviled Eggs.
Cut hard rooked,
shelled eggs lengthwise, put the yolk
iIii'oukIi sieve, add liiustnril. cayenne,
d till the holbutler and si.lt to lasti
low In the white even full, then the
two halves may be wrapped together
In parnlliii paper, ns ihey carry
or they may be packed In a shallow box with paper between the layers.
If one has provided the equipment
'here is nothing more appetizing limn
Monk nt a picnic. Well seasoned with
butter it Is lit for n king.
I'resli s. rumbled eggs Is another
good dish; the materials and frying
pan to eook I
in being carried.
I 'or a hot sandwich sllee good
eheese
thin, place on buttered bread and
make Into siinilwirh form, then saute
In li little hot butter, toasting on both
sides. Serve piping hot. United par- mesan
on one slice and chutney on the other, put together mid
fried Is another good hot one.
Itrown bread spread with butttr
and chopped green popper, to w hich a
little minced parsley und red pepper
la added mukea a nice sandwich.
hot-le- r.
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Hot Weather
Meats

Ku CABINET

SHE COMPUTES FOR SAILORS

CANADA'S

mm

I 'ot ii toes
boiled, their luckets carried along, mny he fried In butter to
serve with the beefsteii ... and little
green unions will not on 'id anyone if
cut en In the great out-o- f
lours.

I wilt Mrlve lo ralie r v own body
arid ntil dully Into IiIkI r powers of
duty arid huiliifse; nn' in rtvulMilp
or lonii ntton with other Inn fur the
help. (IHIsht. honor of ot era. unit fur
of n y own life.
the Joy and
John Itusktn.
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Veal Loaf, to terve cold": Cooked Corned Beef, select
and appetizing. Chicken Loaf, Ham Loaf and Veal Loaf,
delicately seasoned.
Vienna Sausage, Genuine Deviled
Ham and Wafer Sliced Dried Beef for sandwiches and
dainty luncheons.
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APPETIZING LEFTOVERS.
one
With a little attention to
make very ilnint and elegant
dishes froi.i bits of left
over food A tablespoon-fil- l
of lui ii for example
tuny be in'ly chopped
and addi'l to a thick
w hlte sun.
and used to
cover col broiled lainli
'I In n when
chops.
nil
and cold tliey may be
egged in
brciiiled and
All
fried in li'ip fat.
these inn'i'i'lals may be
li ft over, yet this Is a famous dish in
a very select cltlli In London.
t
threi
Mutton Creole Style.
of bull' in a saucepan
lllid saute In tills a tnlili'spoonful eiu li
of green pepper and o'lioii chopped
fine; add three I n I1 nni f uls of flour
and half a teaspoon! il of salt; cook
until foamy, then mid a cupful of
brown stock and Imlf a cupful of
strained tomato. Conk three minutes,
then set over hot liter and add
cupful of sliced cold mast mutton, cut
In strips, ami a half cupful of void
cooked macaroni.
Fillets of Chicken. This Is a dainty
dish for an Invalid or I plenty in
amount for a small family. Itemove
the fillets from n plump and tender
chicken and separate from the hone
and skin. Detach Hie mini fillets and
cut the larger ones into two length
wise strips the slue of the smaller fill
ets. Hent a frying pun very hot, but
ter slightly and Iiij In the fillets, sprin
kle with the Juice of a lemon, salt and
pepper; add a third of a cupful of
chicken stock and a tublcspoonfut of
orange Juice; cover and cook ten min
utes. Prepare a snure, using butter
and flour, two talilespnonfuls of each
and a cupful of chicken stock in which
u hit of ham hits added flavor; add a
tablespooiiful of mushroom catsup and
a tnhlespoonful of orange Juice. This
dish might not be called a leftover.
strictly speaking, yet the fillets could
be saved from some other chicken
dish without any loss.
loft-ove- r
Ice cream mny he re- fror.en and served with a different
sauce or add crushed fruit, or fruit
Juice to the cream or a chocolate
sauce, making any number of ways of
varying the froi.n dish.
may
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Couldn't Fool Charlie.
genl leiiuiu said lo live III I'.rook-lln- e
married a secouil time and his
Take "Shots" at Objects and Draw
choice was a .wealthy lady about hfty
Imaginary Linco, Is the Advice
yen iw of age.
When the bride and
of an Authority.
g
bridegroom returned from (he
t
. introilueliig his wife
the
l
It is necessary fir Ibe
to his children, said :
lisliermnn m mark the u I tishint;
".My dear children,
kiss the ludy.
acmatter,
spots, ami It is a simple
She
Is the new inniniuii I promised to
cording ;n the New York Sun.
bring you."
The first thing Hint u iiil ugiucer
"Alter taking n steady look at the
Is limglil Is lo lie Ills survey lo so
mumiiui." little Charlie sold:
iliifg permanent, nf wind use would "new
"I'npa, you have been cheated; she
a deed be setting forth the boundaries
isn't new at all !"
of a piece of property if it did not have
beginning?
a iieriiiuiieiil point of
Important to Mothers
If you are fishing in a body of wa
Examine carefully every bottle of
ter with laud on nil sides, It only be- CASTORIA.asafe and sure remedy for
comes necessary to look In four direc- Infants and children, and see that It
tions first north, and then take some
Bears the
object due north of your fishing spot Signature of
and remember It, such as a big tree, In T'se for Over 30 Yeara.
somcslack, or building.
Chililrcn Cry for Fletcher's Custori
Then look due east and tlx upon anfishing
other object, and your good
Johnny's Manners.
spot will be tit the Intersection of
Where the carefully (mined ihltd
Imaginary lines drawn from both those learns bad manners Is a standing myspoints.
tery to lis watchful parents.
These
If you desire to be doubly sure you anxious rearers of the young are often
ran site on objects duo south and west, heard propounding the query, but genbut any two objects !HI degrees apiirt erally without result. Once In n while,
will he sufficient to tlx n point.
however, out of tho deep silence comes
It is assumed that you arc seated In an Illuminating answer.
a boat directly over the spot you wish
.Johnny furnished one Just the other
to mark, hence it is easy to take day. lie hud Just finished u particu"shots" due east and south or north larly toothsome dish of apple pudnnd west. Any two are sulllclcut.
ding, which he ate to the lust morsel.
Then, despile the fnct that there wis
It Wasn't a War Tale.
company nt the tnble, ho deliberately
refAt a smoker the other evening
picked up his siiucer and licked It
erence was made to war stories, when clean.
this little Incident wns recalled by
"Johnny !" exclaimed his mother,
Congressman Daniel J. Itiordan of after n horrified gasp, "whom did yoo
New York.
over see do a thing like that?"
Some time since n venerable party
"Dogs," replied Johnny. Life.
stood In the midst of a parly of friends
describing n happening with considerITCHING, BURNING SCALPS
able force.
"They chnrged like demons! said
ho. "Though slaughtered In thousands, Crusted With Dandruff Yield Readily,
to Cut.cura. Trial Free.
there were millions to take their
places, and finally we had to retreat."
Clltlcurn Soap to cleanse tho sculp of
"Say," remarked a man who had
dandruff crust lugs and sen lings, and
Teach us delight In simple thincn.
Just stepped up, "is he describing u
And tntrth that has no bitter springs;
buttle that he was in during the Civil Cutlciirn Ointment to soothe and heal
Itchings nnd irritutlons. Nothing hotKnrKlxcneaa fr'e of evil done.
wnr?"
And love lo all men 'neaih the sun!
smiling
rejoinder
of ter, surer or more ocnnomlcul than
"No," was the
-- Kipling.
emollients for hair
the party addressed. "Ho Is telling these
scalp troubles of young nr old.
FISH SALADS.
how he wan chased by mosquitoes and
Free sample each by mail with Book.
down along Ilarnegut bay." PhiladelAs there is a large variety to choose phia Telegraph.
Address postcard, Cutlciirn, Dept. I
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
from among so many fish, one Is sure
to find ninny dell
Everything in the Bill.
A clock keeps right on working when
cades of flavor
"Waiter, waller, I've swallowed a It goes on a strike; thus It gels the
nnd not necessnr bone !"
bulge on u man.
lly at nil expeii
The waiter hurried forward, loosHlve "alads.
L'"-NC- ?
ened the diner's collar, and buffeted
Kvery time a girl Is introduced to an
naimui osisa.
him lusilly on the hack,
eligible young limn n fresh crop of
Slemii
a
thick
"Keel belter, sir?" he asked
hope springs up In her heart.
slice of halibut mi
til the flesh sepa'Yes. thanks," replied the diner.
He
observe the wise carpenter.
rates easily from "Hut why the dickens don't you take
makes every blow count when he hits
the hones, llemove the skin and the
the bones out of your confounded a null.
bones without breaking the fish.
I'.riug me my bill."
Marinate while It is still hot Willi mince?
The waiter apologized and departed,
An Kngllsh scientist has succeeded
three lablespooiif ills of oil, one
when he returned with the hill the In obtaining seven gallons of fuel oil
of vinegar and salt and pop- but
n shilling was from n ton of
iioliciil
that
diner
per. When cold put the fish on the
seaweed.
ng'ilnst "sundries."
serving dish on u bed of lettuce, gar- marked up
ho demanded an
Willi reform la thnt
"What's
One
tills?''
trouble
nish the top with spoonfuls of innyoii-nalsgrily. "You've charged me n shilling every man uunts to apply It to the
ami funs cut from small pickles
oilier fellow.
with slices of stuffed olives. Any tlsh too much."
beg pardon, sir," replied the
"1
nf good Ihivor may be treated In this
obligations cannot exist among
waiter, "but chokin's an extra." Lonmanner.
friends.
Salad of Salt Mackerel.
I'reshen don Tit I'.lts.
the fish before cooking; then use eipml
I'ho most dlllieiilt things we have to
lie hnppy. t'ne Red Onus Hn Hlo
purls of l ie linked tlsh with cooked deal with are not always the largest. much
belter th.m liquid blue. Delisbta
potatoes. If tlie poiatoes are prepared
the laundress. All grocers. Adv.
expressly for this purpose, cut them
A halhini: suit must feel embarrass
In cubes und eook In well seasoned
ingly Imiileipinle ami Insignificant.
Cape Cod was once an Island.
beef slock iliniii and add when cold
to the fish Season with Trench dressing. Arriingi' on n bed of lettuce anil
slfl egg j. dk over the whole.
Clowsllp and Cream Cheese Salad.
CiMik niw lip green
until lender.
mold lu i in iiinil. and garnish with a
Prlzom Awarded to Worn
Canada
li Tt of l'ie "resi cowslips with blosWheat,
Barley, Alfaltaand Gratmom
soms; ul uimI thi mound urranire sea
The winnings of Western Canada at the Soil Products
soned cruilr cheese, or cottage cheese
Exposition at Denver were easily made. The list
may be i" cd in place of the cream
comprised Wheat, Oats, Barley and Grasses, the most
important being the prizes tor Wheal and Oats and
cheese. I'i.ss a howl of rich yellow
sweep stake on --li- '.fa.
r
boiled
or mayoiniolse.
dressing ei in
Shad Re: and Cucumber Salad.
No less important than the splendid quality of Western
s' ad roes witii all onion sliced
Cook
Canada's wheat ond other grains, is the excellence of
In salted acidulated
the cattle led and fattened on the grasses of that
and a :uj
country. A recent shipment of cattle to Chicago
water, : i Itintes; drain and marinate
the market in that city for quality and price,
topped
with al on I"" iiiblespoonfuls of oil,
one tal !i" '0"n "ul of lemon Julep and
Weittra CtuJs trtdictd ia 191S
nack wlat
a dnsh "f pepper nnd -- nit. When cold
Uoitce Statei, tt
at all sf
300,000,000 bid!.
liub
the
ei;
salad howl
cut In
ics.
Canada in proportion to population has a greater
with a m. clove of garlic; add n well
exportable surplus ot wheat this year than any
IvJiiU .
dice,
chilled .'i imher cut in
after lin,
In ,kA- ,..rM , nun
nr. .1 w
n
IT'n
'"
r .1 pv miltll
J ''
iicsciii 'iu r, j "14
ing tin I" vl with lettuce, add the roe,
can figure out the revenue for the pro.
i?vsV
cover i' i mayonnaise and place a
ducer. In Western Canada you will Gnd
.,A
Circle ' iverl.ipplng slices of cucumK001 markets, splendid schools, excep.
the center of the mound.
ber nr
JSsW fcnal social conditions, perfect climate
and other irreat attractions. Thrra
naked fish added to a potato
A 11
na war lax on land and no conscription.
, roves It.
alad
Srnd for ilhntrattd pamphlet and auk for rrdurrd railway rates, information at to best locaticoa,
Auorcai Supcnutcodeol loimisTauoo, Otuwa. Canvla, w
tV. V. DENNETT, Room 4, Dee Bldg., Omaha. Near.
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"A Wife's Sacrifice." at the
Airdome, Tuesday, August 29.
Mrs. W. H. Shumate has moved back into her old home at 420
West Monroe Avenue, where
she will operate a first class
boarding house.

You Need a Tonic
There are times in every woman's life when she
needs a tonic to help her over the hard places.
When that time comes to you, you know what tonic
to take Cardui, the woman's tonic. Cardui is composed of purely vegetable ingredients, which act
gently, yet surely, on the weakened womanly organs,
and helps build them back to strength and health.
It has benefited thousands and thousands of weak,
ailing women in its past half century of wonderful
success, and it will do the same for you.
You can't make a mistake in taking

l

I treat Appendicitis.
Dr. Gibson.
E H. Calhoun, district manager of the Praetorians, will organize a Council of the Prae
torians in Melrose and Grady
next month. The Council in
Clovis is in a flourishing

fTTY

Its

Don't forget to see McBride
before having your pictures

The Woman's Tonic

made.

Miss Amelia Wilson, R. F. D. No. 4, Alma, Ark.,
says: "I think Cardui is the greatest medicine on earth,
for women. Before I began to take Cardui. I was
so weak and nervous, and had such awful dizzy
spells and a poor appetite. Now I feel as well and
as strong as 1 ever did, and can eat most anything."
Begin taking Cardui today. Sold by all dealers.

HHHHHHHHITTTTt
Governor
W. C. McDonald
passed through Clovis the latter
part of the week en route to Ros
well where he went on personal
Mrs. W. W. Metcalf of the
business.
He had breakfast at
Ohio hotel has been ill this week.
the Harvey House,
but few
Complete stock of well supplies people knew of his presence.
Barry Hardware Co.
For Sale Good paying small
Miss lone McAvoy, who has
business. Reason bad health-wo- uld
been visiting her aunt Mrs. A. J.
take in automobile.
Rodes, left Saturday for her
Beck & Bell
home at Thomas, Oklahoma.
Office

Local and Personal

over Citizens Bank.

City has been engaged again
this year as trimmer for the
millinery department of Osborne
and Wright.
To Trade-Sm- all
bunch young
mares and colts for Ford car.
Beck & Bell.

Hon. Charles E Dennis, mem-

ber of the state penitentiary
board, will leave next Monday
night for Santa Fe to attend the
regular meeting of the board
Tuesday.
Automobile
property-S- ee

to trade for
Beck & Bell.

city

Chas. Silcox returned Sunday
Miss Lorena Connolly,
the
evening from an extended visit
left Sunday
of three months with relatives music teacher,
in Kentucky. He says this is morning for her home at Rosthe wettest spot in the universe. well, where she will make a ten
days visit with her parents.
All Summer Goods, Lawns This is Miss Connolly's first visetc at cost and Iess. A. J. it home in five months.
--

Rodes.

All Oxfords, both Ladies'
Uncle Jake Reichart of Lone and Children's, going
at less
Wolf, Oklahoma, was here this
than
A. J. Rodes.
cost.
week to look after the planting
of 150 acres of wheat on his The Clovis Elks who went
farm 16 miles northwest of
with the Elks from
got caught in the rain
A. L. Elmore and family, who about the time they got to the
have been making their house at eaprock. Most of them turned
Clovis, have removed to Roswell around and started back, but it
and established residence in
was morning by the time they
to facilitate the run to Carls- got home.
bad which Mr, Elmore makes
The Clovis Ladies Band atdaily. Roswell News.
tended the barbecue and picnic
Miss Pearl Doyle, the young in Portales Saturday.
The piclady who won the piano in the nic was given in honor of the
News subscription
campaign, completion
of the Roosevelt
left for Amarillo Sunday to mak County creamery.
A large
an extended visit with her sister erowd from the surrounding
Mrs. J. B. Boyd.
country was present.
pic-nicin-

Clo-vi-

or-d-

Gan We Serve You?
Have you any money, lying idle, that could be
invested and bringing you appreciable returns?
Have you any paper you would likejtojdiacount
for ready cash, enabling you to handle a desirable deal?
Have you an inclination to obtain receipts for
every payment, by taking advantage of a checking account?
Have you any valuables to stor9 for safe keeping?
Have you the occasion to seek a loan?
Do you desire advice on investments?
IF SO,
Discuss these matters with us,

SAFETY

BANK

-

THAT ACCOUODATES'J

SERVICE

-

.

to Albuquerque where he will
attend the University of New
Mexico. His father was formerly
Superintendent of Schools in
Clovis, but now lives in SanU
Fe, where he is connected with
the office of publie instruction.
I do not charge for examining
patients. I am prepared to ex
amine the Eye, Ear, Nose and
tnroat, a s thoroughly as a
specialist.
Dr. Gibson.
Take your Kokaks to the McBride Studio where you can get
first class work done.
tf
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For Sale Small dairy close in
Reason for selling cannot stand
prosperity.
Beck & Bell
Office over Citizens Bank
Harry Patton was in Albu
querque Monday to place his son
Perkins Patton in the Univernity
of New Mexico.

pills.
When you get this you'll know
real well
Just what is meant by this word

"Hell."
"Hell, yes! Hell, no!

And Oh!
Hell! too,
The Hell you don't! The Hell
you do!
And what in the Hell and the
Hell it ii !
Melrose Items
And Hell with yours! and Hell
with his!
About seven inches of rain has
Now
who in the Hell, and Oh!
fallen in the past few days.
where?
rarmers report broom corn
looking fine. Maize and other And what in the Hell do you
think I care?
row crops are in good condition
But
the Hell of it is it sure is
in certain localities that have
Hellbeen favored by local rains.
We don't knew what in the Hell
mere win be plenty or maize
is Hell!"
for home consumption this fall
-- Springer (N, M.) Stockman.
On account of the heavy rains
very little wheat was marketed
this week.
K. W. Wiley, manager of the
Burd ick Mercantile Co., for
the past year, will leave soon to
accept the management of
large dry goods store in Roswell.
a
w. Moms
J. nt
received a car
load of hay for his wagon yard
this week.
The Melrose Elevator received
a car shipment of cotton seed
cake and meal.
Threshing of this year's bean
crop has started and new beans
will soon be placed on the market. The Mexican bean crop
has come to be one of the best
paying crops in the Melrose vi-

Tues-dayi-

The local rains mske us feel

better.
Preparations for wheat sowing is being made.
A party was given at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Delozier last
Friday night in honor of their
son's birthday. The crowd was
small on account of the afternoon

rail.

Noah White ner and Miss Grace
Hill were united in marriage at
the brides' home Saturday evening. The wedding was witnessed by only a few, the rain disappointing many. The wedding
dinner was given at the home
of the groom's parents.

J. A. Blackwell made a call at
Prof. Kay's home Sunday even,
ing. Watch Jerry! Because he
will forget t watch hirffself,
I. L. Cone left for Oklahoma
last week, he expects to stay
a week.
School will begin the second
Monday in September on the 10.
All that wish to attend from
any part of the county will be
heartily welcomed.
"Wide Awake" has gone away
on a vacation, and will not. return for several months. The
News writing has been turned
over to "Socialist Dad" of this
community.
ut

A REAL GOOD
time always assured
by the showing of

Realty Transfers
Clovis Title

(Compiled by

and Abstract Co.)
DEEDS:

Nat'l Bank of Com. to E. R
Hardwick, $400.00-L- ots
1.2,3,
7,8,9, Blk 80, City of Clovis.
J. J. Smith to W. A. Austin,
$1,150-81-

-2

R. N.
$000-S-

W

W. W.
$900-- SE

Polk to J. J. Smith,
1--

2

look for the name
on the theatre hilb
aimi ixveiv jro
a--

5 1 32.

Polk to J. J. Smith,

1

1-- 4

First Nat'l Bank toG. A. Camp
bell, $1.00, L 12, Blk. 21, O. T
Frank Neal to Will H. Patterson, $1.00, SW4,
A. Latta to Cash Ramey, $35.

cinity.
16 2- - square feet, North side
Lester S:one and wife of
of lot 2, block 6, O, T, of C.
Clovis spent Monday and
N. W. Ericson to C. F. Dough- Melrose.

t

lV.

Pleasant Hill Notes

Monroe--

14--

.

Live News of the

Oh, Hell.

Lincoln Community
Andy Scherrer. chief of the
Springer Fire Department, hand
Mr. and Mrs. T, E. Deavours
ed in the following for publics have returned from Elida, N. M.
tion, sanctioned by Geo. D. Par where they were visiting their
rish, the local agent of the great daughter and family.
banta re railroad system and a Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Bennett
staunch Republican. The
gave a party, in honor of their
on Andy's typewriter
More goods for the same being broke at the radiator daughter Lora's loth birthday,
money and some goods for joint, and desiring his friends to G. G. Vernon's parents of
Olney, Texas, after a two weeks
less money-- A. J, Rodes.
secure a copy, he desired the
visit have returned home ac
Miss L. E. Kendall of the big Stockman to publish it:
companied by R. R. Rogers.
Kendall establishment has re- "They say tometimes "It's cold
Chas. H. A, Palmateer, who
as Hell;"
turned from an extended busihas been working near Clovis
ness trip throughout the East Sometimes they say "It's hot as has returned.
Hell."
She visited New York and St.
Where. Oh where! is Wide
Louis and made some large pur- When it rains hard. "It's Hell"
Awake.
they cry,
chases of fall and winter merLittle Cricket.
chandise. She reports a pleasant It's also Hell when it is dry,
trip, and did not encounter any They hate like Hell to see it What People at Enterprise
snow,
hot weather except the two days
Are Doing
a Hell of a wind when it
It's
spent in St, Louis.
Mr. Shields, the picture man
start! to blow.
"A Wife's Sacrifice" at the
of Portales, was here delivering
Now
any
how
in
Hell
can
the
Airdome, Tuesday. August 2'J,
pictures
one tell
1916.
What in the Hell they mean by
We are glad to report Mrs.
Mrs. Shumate 420 West
this word "Hell?"
Zwissler still improving.
Room
and Board, nice home
This married life is Hell, they
Mrs. S. 0. Maddox, of Tulia,
like place,
Prices reasonable,
say.
Texas,
is here visiting her
close to town and shop, walk all
When they come late there is mother, Mrs. McGregor.
way. Phone 287.
S
Hell to pay.
Miss Agnes McGregor,
of
I charge Afteen dollars for at- It's Hell when the kid you have
M.
Claudell,
N.
visiting
is
here
tending confinement cases. Give
to tote,
you as good service as the best.
When he starts to bawl it's a her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C.
Zwissler.
hell of a note,
Dr. Gibson.
Hell
The new school building has
It's
when
the doctor sends
Best Baker Flour at Mc
his bills
been completed.
Farlin s only $4.00 per 100 For a Hell of a lot of
trips and

m

..The..
Glovis National Bank
"THE

tf

Frank Carroon of the Scuth
western Drug Company has gone

Has Helped Thousands.

Miss Laura Bosch of Kansas

SCENE IN A NATIONAL 'GUARD CAMP

n

ton, $1.00, SE4,

27--

4

31.

Ask,

your

theatre for
watch for the First Metro.
at an early date.

p

ixu
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It will be preseated at the Lyceum

THE CLOVIS NEWS
INFORMATION OF VALUE
room to face th
STATISTICS NOT FAIR GET
deputy sheriff.
"Where's Upton?" he demanded trucRailroad Executives Learn Much by
ulently. "Where'i Upton?"
Attendance at Conventions of Men
atEQUAL
RAILS FULLY
AMERICAN
Beyond a brief nod he paid no
Who "Do Things."
tention to Dorothy, nor even to KynsTO THE FOREIGN-MADE- .
ton.
There was an unusual number of
sobbed the girl,
He's
nil I rim d executives present ut the congiving way at last. "Oh. Marian, he s
Builders' Mexican Senora in Guise of Peon
Locomotives and Car Must ventions of the Muster Car
dead! They have killed blm! I shall Weight of
of the ltuilroad Musi or Mechanics'
and
age
Rescues Hidden Family
Consideration-AverBe liken Into
never see blm again!"
association recently at Atlantic City.
Con- Accident
of
only
bereaved
a
sobbing
.Property.
as
girl,
The
Heretofore many of the executives
tantly Being Reduced.
daughter can, flung herself Into the
have shown a disposition to give ear
watting arms of Mrs. Fane.
to misleading reports relative to the
girl Into
fin April 'J"i. the bureau of Miami-urd- entertainment features of the convenShe drew the
ut Wiisliliigtnii, mule it reiMirt tions, rather than to get fuels regard- ESCAPES THE BANDITS
a bedroom, and so was not a witness
of what followed. Had she remained on railway muterliil whl h Indicated ing the very Important work done
In the living room, she would have that mils of foreign iimiiufiictiire were there, both by mil mud olllcers anil by
Aristoeratio
Ugly and Poorly-Clad- ,
In this
seen a fierce old gray wolf of a superior to those produ.-ethe supply companies. The executives
Wife of Rich Refugee Visits Capplainsman open the front door and country. It In understood that the re- who attended this year's meeting exital of Chihuahua and Carwith all the politeness he was mauter port wns bused mainly on urrideul pressed great satisfaction wllh what
rie Away Treasure.
stulislics, such lis donlliiioiils,
of say to the two prisoners:
beard.
caw
and
they
"Now, caballeros, It is your turn.
of course, the rail making
ImporThese nrr. two of the
tne and execute him. anyway. Have The way lies clear to General OblBpo. processes of Knrope ami Amerii-i- i lire
CHAPTER IX Continued.
Los Angeles. After one of the most
'brgnuizations in AmerruHrc-myou no sense ot honor not even a Take It."
12
generally known to the bureau. It tant
remarkable udventures ever undertakcommittees
of
their
reports
The
ica.
'
slope.
d
mestizo's f"
He pointed fiercely down the
was found llmt derail ills in the
Upton it willing to glvo up th
ion en by a woman of uristocrutlc birth.
Stunned by the very audacity of the The two men ran hastily for the open United Slates are till times as nuiner- - and the discussion of and the act
Senora Teresa B. de Terrazus, having
Jewel for Kynaston' return, but
expressed
the
have
on
them
taken
eluded by meuns of clever disguises
heeitatet to rlek hie life by going to man, who defied him even when know. door.
iiis for each thousand miles of track
deportmechanical
the
"Don't!" aald Kynaston hurriedly, as In Ureut lirilain; inn
nines n wisdom of railroads
the Mexican camp. At this point Dor- ing full well what tortures lay In store
the hordes of bandits oil the lookout
AmerNorth
of
othy takee a hand In the negotiation. for tho presumptuous, General Obispo laying a detaining hand on the old arm miuicrous us iu ioriaaii, bill not so ments of the
to rupture and hold her for ransom,
of
exhibit
itury. The
at Upton, listen. that swung from the rifle barrel up numerous us in
Low ica for half i
stared
returned a few days ugo to Dos Anniiiile
supplies
her eye Ing without offering a word In answer, In the glinting sunlight. "You can't nrrideiit anil ilerailtiienl figure are railroad equipment and
Dorothy rose,
geles,
bringing o.'ith her the Tcrmzas
ltuilnibers of the
imnuull.v by ll
alight with blue Are, like two tur- But when the miner told him he was do It In cold blood!"
family Jewels, which at Infinite peril
shown for France, Itussia and Sweden.
associaManufacturers'
,
Supply
road
worse
was
double-dealerwhat
and
in
a
quoises
There ain't a drop of cold blood
she rescued from their hiding place In
In France one person l Injured out
convenproved it, he came to life.
persons tion In connection with the
any American wnos oeeu iu
Chihuahua, Mexico. Legal papers and
"Indeed, I ahall take no further risk
of every 2,000,0(10 carried ;
largest,
Is
the
bodies.
of
these
even
a
1b
sacred; not
"My word
documents of groat vulue also were
In thli matter. You will go, father;
the past two years."
of ever 2.0(10,000 transported In tions
out
Important
most
and
most
Instructive
In
yoo do owe it to him. I ahall go with gringo can Impugn my honor!" be
The magazine gate cllcaea a car the United Stutes ore Injured.
secured from their hiding place, where
special
a
of
machinery
yelled. The paradox would have been tridge into the chamber and the nerv France one rail out of ll.ooo has I
i exhibition of
they hud been secreted by her hushnntl
you, and we ahall take the Dell."
world.
the
iu
ous hand swung up the piece, tne found defective; in (leiniaiiy, one In class made anywhere
prior to bis Incarceration In the MexWilkes atared at her, uncertain funny bad it not been bo serious.
In
ear
A fnlr eKtliiinle
of
Obispo arose, his face twitching, bla muzzle covering the fleeing figures. 1'J."; in the United Mates, one In
whether be had beard aright.
ican federul prison.
service nt the close of 1015 plnces the
"There alu't a drop of cold blood In 470.
"You you you go? Not by a long body positively shaking with anger.
The entire Journey In Mexico was
SO, IBIS,
On
June
r.'!0.iHKi.
some
ut
women
him
put
in
bullet
seen
number
a
who'
"Here,
any
mudo by Senora Terrains disguised oh
ahot. Miss Dorothy? Why, lt d be sheer
This, apparently, Is u bad showing
curs
of
fleet
(17'J.lL'l
freight
Upton.
were
at
four
roared,
pointing
ipletely
an' little children shot down an'
a peon, a heuvy bluck wig
.eiioritn.v there
murder no less! Have you both lost body!" he
for the American nul.
underfranie construction In use. The hiding her white hair, u threadbare
kids snatched from theft speaking. American ruil transporta
Taking advantage of the diversion,
your minds?1
consticlasses
two
color- Kynaston drew back, shaking off his home to take a hand In titelr klllin tion Is not regarded as being its sine aggregate of these
shawl draped sloppily ubout her shoulThe girl'a lips were
over .HI per cent of the freight ders, nnd a chenp calico dress completlaw Is what
less; but Wilkes, who knew men, knew guards. But in a moment they seized bee.
as that In Kiiglaml, hut explanations tutes
this
of
roads
ing her outfit. During her return trip
when be saw the tense lines In her him by the elbows and threw him they'll git! He's got It now!"
The News Is iu re- car equipment of the
lire necessary.
his
The rifle spat Its mouthful of lead ceipt of a co
from Chlbuubun city, after Bhe hud reiinilcalb'ii from tleorge country.
face that she had passed the dividing bodily out of the door. Upton, conat the leading runner, who crumpled C. Pvle of Indianapolis, who writes
covered the Jewels and papers, It wns
line between common sense and Im lingers clenching and unclenching
vulsively, stood eying the furious
and rolled over as a shot rabbit rolls. from Deeds, Kngliind. The report of BURIED IN TONS OF EARTH necessary for her to curry u bosket In
pulse.
while Dorothy laid a restrain- The rearmost man he of the artillery thi bureau of hIhiiiIji rls was not fair.
which the valuuble articles rested uu- "But how?" he asked. "How can
ing hand upon her father's arm.
fame stumbling over the body, gave In the opinion of .Mr. I'yle. "The bu- Incident Shows Some of the Difficuyou take the Bell"
lernenth u collection of rugs and cheup
Before be could even respond to the Wilkes time tasnap a second cartridge reau,'" he writes, "ufier having anornaments, such as are usually car"So that no one can detect It? Have
lties of Railroading In the Coungroup
Into the chamber.
loving pressure of her fingers a
ried by peon women.
no fear wait."
try's "Far West."
nounced rail uccldenis, derail men
open
Just as the man rose to his kneel anil rail breakages, should state the
Called by Mother's Illness.
She disappeared with the Bell Into of angry men rushed through the
him squarely in tb(
not allow the iiver- adventure originated more than
The
clllTslde. loosened by
ami
her own room. A moment later she door and threw her forcibly back the bullet caught
Many
cause
of
tons
possible
back of the head, and he collapsed
discount homereturned, her face flushed with excite, against the wall.
abruptly upon the a month ago when Senora Terrur.ns rel"
mind
ruin,
descended
uge
American
She fell to her knees. Staggering second tlnie to rise no more.
ment, ber eyes luminous, standing, a
made goods. The mils used here (iu tracks of a California railroad, and ceived word that her mother wns very
"An that's a part of the debt paid,'
Senorn Terra.us
veritable picture, In tho golden square again to her feet, she was aware, as
Kngliind) lire lis hray lis those III use us there happened to lie u locomotive 111 In Chihuahua.
very
beard
man,
his
old
growled
furythe
yenr
one In a dream, of a hideous,
of aunlliilit that luy upon the door,
ircigiu ears
home.
The
Just below the resulls were startling. had not been In Mexico since last
lit
rage.
debt
"The
full
with
of
quivering
n four wheels
"Come!" she said Imperiously to distorted face thruBt within a foot
long
engine was almost entirely burled when, after disguising several of ber
feet
I.'
The
but
paid
off.
be
goln'
to
of
ain't never
big load ror under sand gravel ami small pieces of children, w ho were being hold by Vlllu,
her fathor. "Come! We have no time hnr fnther'a urnrnful countenance;
Is n f
peon aol anyhow there comes the third install iiml ten tons
cars here are rotted rock and only n s II part of ahe sent them to Kl Push and then Mod
to lose. You will keep these two men a dozen dirty,
piissengi-The
them.
diors hanging to Vpton as ants bung ment!"
in disguise to work from the border
In safety till we return
and perhaps less iu II remained above (lie surface.
Away down the hill, Knastnn, look about as long
endone, for the release of hor husband nnd son,
was
duinage
cars
Wilkes gave up, muttering bis dis to a dying hornet.
iiiiernrbau
little
the
weigh!
than
saw
Then came a sharp crack and a eplt Ing over the wavering
much however, and the locomotive was put who had remained under sentence of
content as he turned away, shaking
hesitatingly up tho hill tering your city ami uiaiiy are
of flame. She saw hor father stagger a figure come
here Into service again after being
death nt tho hands of Vlllu. Ultimate
bis gray bead,
unotlve
iivernae
The
He seized Wilkes by the shoulder shorter.
ly she succeeded In a plan by which
"Ain't you got no sense, Upton? back, sink, helplessly to his knees, and preventing
the weight of
Is only about
Bring.
old
man
from
the
Don't you know that what you plan Is sag forward on hla face In the center
The shifting sands of the desert lire they escaped. She then declared she
"Don'1 ours, fmil I doubt If uu.v "f
quietly.
said
Bhoot."
he
"Don't
plumb madness? I've got a great mind of the maddened group.
an among oilier illlllcultles which must he would never return to Mexico until
shoot. It's the blind priest. Perhapf pull three Pullman forty nines
peuce had been restored.
A bare five soconds she stood there.
to pull a gun on you an' not let you
met In the solution of Western rail
Compare the weight of our
hour.
news."
us
brings
he
go one stop."
Thou tho full meaning "f the ecene
The news of her mother b condition,
to that of any European road problems. But It Is the winters
stock
For answer Dorothy shook her head enacted under her eyes dawned upon
liny schoolboy can which cause the most trouble anil ex however, changed her plans. Leaving
I
think
X.
country
and
CHAPTER
Puso,
She would not betray her father bo- - her.
figure Hut w hy ve have more rull pense to the railroads. Iu some places Los Angeles she Journeyed to El
fore them all. What she knew must
snow
She was about to scream, but a hand
of
miles
to
necessary
build
Is
It
breakages."
Halts.
Blind
Priest
The
upon her lips mercifully stilled It. A
forever remain liiil
the bureau of sheds nnd keep hcni In repair. Prifls
Very haltingly and slowly ho cam
The deficiency
"No." nlto Mid again uulrkly; "he strong arm drew her hack through tho across the open, his long stick tan- standards'
are 'JO to .'(0 feet deep 111
report, which Mr. Pyle mi
wont for us and we owe it to him oven door, and she heard, still as if In tapping his way among the loose rocks points out, Is ciiverril. however, In the midst of winter nnd were It not
dream, a voice slio hud learned to of tho stream crossing; then up the iiiuny reports of investigations made for the snowshods lit certain points
Whatever ahull be said of us. no man
ahull say that we Vptnns l not pay Know and love. Kynuston wus apeak-In- hill slowly, as some wounded animal by the Interstule commerce commis- trallle would be Impossible during cer
our debts. I hnve tho Boll where none
brokenly:
ago, when the New tain moiilhs of the year.
might crawl.
sion. A few
can ever find It. Come, fullior!
"Steady, Miss Dorothy! 1 know!
In the Mexican enmp silence bad Haven was havlm: a series of bud ac- from mountain sides are another dan
Like a uiun in a dream, Vpton fol My heaven, if 1 could only have fore- again fallen. Save for a few sporadic cidents, It wns shown that rail break- ger, particularly when Hie snow begins
lowed her out the door. Tho rest of seen this! Come quickly and mako no shoti and a shrill yell or two, the ages were due I" ninny causes. It Is to melt hi tile spring.
the party morosely e7cd tho two as noise. Vse your breath ouly for run- place lay quiet In the
glare.
dllllrlilt to discover Haws which exthey walked down tlve hill, the girl ning."
Between the house and the alfalfa ist in n steel rull. These may develop
Grade Crossing Accidents.
;
the stur"But .Mr. Kynaston doddy my fa- flolds a few lone prairie dogs perched through uge nnd use. A mil which
To lessen accidents on railrond
llgiire of the
civ.
"
sunin
basking
burrows,
the
atop their
H straight stretch
ther
night stand up
have
crossings specltic standards
miner plodding heavily at her side
"No use, I tell you! Thoy have killed glare
could not bear the strain of a cross- been adopted by the American
Silently thoy tiasscd down tho slope him.' Murderers! Just as they prob- re"I wonder what he wants."
over. Possibly the most Important
association. This action wus tak
still speechless they crossed the arlojo
marked Kynaston. "There's been ne factor Is the weiuht of equipment. Af- en on the recommendation of a comcottonwoods
beyond the alamos the
gotiations enough between us and that ter that the element of personal rewhich report oil that largely be
yonder to end a war. sponsibility enters. Perhaps the nver-ug- e mittee
where Wilkes and Manuel had made
hunch of
cause of the Increased use of the uu
Look at him. Wilkea."
their rapture that morning.
to
subject
Is
Kuroponn train crew
tomoblle, iiccidetits ut grade crossings
As they approached tho lines of the
"Ave. I'm lookln". I'm wonderln' It stricter discipline, though not. of
in many parts of the country have In
besiegers they were greeted with
It'd be a lick or miss to plug him, too. course, when the comparison Is made
1.000 per cent In the last five
Twenty men
yoll Irora the outpost.
Wouldn't hurt none at that. ! reckon." Willi the best American roads. An- creased
years. It Is planned to standardize
He flngored hla rifle suggestively,
urged forward to seize them, but were
point which may be brought out crossing signals throughout the coun
but desisted when Kynaston shook bis other
awept back by an olllcer, who sprang
try In order that motorists may easily
Is that American railroad transportafurwnnl. murhote In one hiind, his
head.
Is without doubt the most recognize the warning.
The special
which
tion,
bodies."
other.
tho
"Iook! He's found
sombrero In the
In the world, is year- committee of the national association
highly
dcvcloM
cry,
hi
as
abruptly
The old padre paused
"Bark, perms'" thoy heard him
In recom
ly reducing the average of accidents of railroad commissioner
stick struck soft flesh. They saw him
"It Is Senor 1'pton himself who desires
all caiivs. Indianapolis News.
mending standards to be followed and
kneel and reverently make the sign from
sneerh with el general. Is it not bo mi
to obtain legislation In all tho states
of the cross. Then, rising, ho hurried
amlga?"
She Went Disguised as a Peon.
requiring compliance with such HtnnilBalks Loan Sharks.
hull Incly toward tho house.
l'plon nodded carelessly.
benefit of arils.
(he
employees
give
Its
To
"Senores- - senores'" they heard him
0110 or two
where she first put on ber disguise and.
About the
soon as possible lifter
cry. 'Tor l'nmor da Dlos do no more their wages as
lazily. Tho whole
truvellng In n freight car, found no difmoved
women
Nashville.
them,
the
earned
they
have
Robin Builds Nest Under Box Car,
violence! I bring you news."
ficulty in reaching Chihuahua city. A
rump was asleep in tho sunlight as
I
ralli
Louis
ami
St.
Chattanooga
"What news, clogo (blind one)!
When a box ear was pulled Into Van woman more or less made no differUpton and Dorothy entered the houso.
that hereafter all emhas minium
Where Is Senor Vpton?"
couver, Wash., tho other day for re ence to the roving bund of bandit
r'or a second tho two stood at gaze,
and
llrsl
on
the
ployees will be paid
a robin Inn
"Muerto (dead), senor."
nnd as this woman wus undoubtedly
the glare of the Him still blinding
month, Instead of on pair It was found that
lun
car
The padro threw wldo nH hands llftocnth of each month,
and
under
the
nest
ber
middle aged and had horrible ugly hair
built
tln'm. But when their eyes hud become
lis has been
fho last of each
They saw his fnre working.
they pnssed hor by with n shrug,
hutched three young ones.
accustomed to the cool, darkened Inmay
roads
southern
customary,
other
"It was wicked, senor! It was wickWhen tho cur wus pushed on the re-- lteuchlng Chihuahua she found her
terior Dorothy gasped and Vpton
section
some
In
sample.
tl
fidlow
ed beyond words. But vengeanro l
greatly Improved, nnd Senora
sworo surtly. Thero before them, his
South thero is strong puir track the mother bird Hew iiroiiiu: mother
find's. I am old, senores, who was of the Industrial
greatly excited and could not be driven Terrazas begun to think that a she
onus lied nt the elbows behind his
which
legislation
of
favor
In
sentiment
onre young, and 1 tel1 you with the
hud entered the country und must
Imrk, stood Kynuston under charge of
railroads and Industrial iiwav. The men searched the ear nnd
I tho godly man will compel
take risks In getting out unin
put
nest
They
the
nest.
found
the
a gunrd of four men. Behind a table "Stagger Back and 8lnk Forward in psalmist. 'Never saw
employee
pay
their
to
ho might a
forsaken nor the Beed of the righteout corporations
u hole in It, and nailed it der any circumstances,
box.
cut
small
sat the blind priest, smiling quietly,
contended
is
It
semimonthly.
the Center of the Group!"
begging his breBd.' Seek not to turry at least
well get the family Jewel und docugena
post.
lo
a
iiml tho squut figured,
once
only
paid
wages
are
justice. It has leaden feet, but that where
Tho mother bird took possession Im ments.
eral, who was In a furious rago.
ably killed others last night! Come, I God's
month employees frequently resort to
surely."
comes
It
Family Treasures Recovered.
you
me
that
tell
over until mediately and Is feeding her young
Bay!"
"And you dare to
them
to
tide
sharks
lomi
"I only hope It pleases Mm to send
When Francisco Vlllu first threw
iiiiineroiis t lines dally.
There was no withstanding his aprtn not know where It Is, when the
day.
pay
next
the
It by my hand." growled Wilkes. "What
Luis Terrains Into prison on December
pndro here snys that ho Ib sure you peal, for he had seized her hand and Is your news, padre? Speak quickly,
l'.M.'l, nnd lllchcd approximately
,
was fairly pulling her after him. Thus
know Its wherenboutsT"
for my trigger finger Itches, If you
JttOO.OOO from him for alleged ransom,
they began their race for tho shelter- did
SNOW
SHOVEL
Ju3t then Vpton stepped forward.
TO
"CLAMSHELLS"
but know It."
(he family Jewel, silverware ami othBreathless,
"I have the Bell." he said quietly. ing trees In the bottom.
"Shoot, then, If It pleases thee. As
er valuables wore packed in iron
the
promand
you
sobbing
go.
excitement
the
from
as
Kyiinaton
you
let
If
by thy bullet as work out my
d
trunk mid placed In the euro of
speed, not knowing by whut accident well die
ise, you get It; otherwlso not."
In the
livlife slowly like a
friend
Anderson,
American
mi
girl
tho
way
them,
was
clear
for
a
tho
Tho general uttered
ing in Chlliiiabim. Anderson guarded
and tlrrra caliente of tho south. Is that
"I'll hold you till 1 get hurried along with him,
ii isty lunch.
a woman's sobbing, senores?"
the treasures until ho moved to Kl
sight
a
seen
It. anyway." He waved his hnnd care Blaring, as one who has
"It is tho senorita, she whose father
Puso, following the murder of hi aon,
Ir.BHly In the direction of the young preternaturully appalling.
brandy-soddefiend
was killed by the
Morris Anderson, by the Mexicans,
they
It
out
pantod
as
"You
he
see"
Amerlran.
yonder. What Is it to thee?"
when ho traiisfcred the trunk with
you
and
to
get
"1
him,"
he
word
to
shoot
ran
tried
out
and
"Tuko hlin
"I would spenk with her. After all,
their precious content to u secluded
could not. I feared you would attempt senores, I am a priest a blind one, It
ordered In an offhand way.
hiding place in the rear of a hovel.
They
meant
thing.
quixotic
such
Tou worse aomo
"You bloody villain!
is true; but I can still see well enough
In this hovel lived nn old woman
have
would
It
courso.
mo,
of
to point out to the unfortunate the only
right
than dog you wretched, yellow cur! to kill
who had been u nurse employed In the
.baring
their
In
i
you
came
when
true path to peace."
You horse thief, robber, villain, ban- been belter so. Then
Terrazns family for year und wlu
through be great snowdrift of northYou conscloneoless, in I Intended to anger the old scounDorothy and Mrs. Fane came fordit, murderor!
bud remained true to her obi master.
past
winter
during
the
M
dirty, drel at me, and partly succoeded. ward, tho girl still weeping but striv ern
You
blackmailer!
perjured
Anderson bad Informed the Terrazii
my ing plucklly to repress
and mining companies
me
out
re.
loads
they
threw
when
the
Crook!
Then
Snide!
fooling.
cheat!
her
family of the transfer nnd when Soemployed
I sawed tho
of
Calumet
loliilty
and
guard
back
ran
In
the
"Thou art welcome, father," she said
Urufler! Tluhorn!"
nera Terrnzas visited the hovel kept
that they had tied me with across in the vernacular.
"It Is a bouse ot steaiii hovels and large clamshells opby tho aged nurse she recovered the
Vpton was blaring, raving
through." grief thou comest to, but thou
It
cut
wagon
I
till
old
tire
The
an
art wel- erate.! m traveling derricks.
Pesplto the blood he had lost
trensures with the assistance of two
his
cut
short
A sputter of rlflo shots
come doubly so for thy calling."
were devised by uu emclaim-iipeon and with the more valued one
from the gunshot wound, his face wa
,
The old priest gently raised his hand ploy
f a mining company for the
In her possession, mude her way buck
llery rod. The volns stood out, knot-ed- explanation.
Pulling hor to right and left to dis with all the authority of two thousand
handling snow.
to the United 8t"es In the same way
of
purpose
on his head; his hands were grosped,
of the Mexicans, ne years In his gesture: "Peace be to this
a A Clamshell in Operation, Devised nnd by using the same disguise that
111" enormous shells take
ping furiously about his empty hol- turb the aim
nf
One
dashed through the cottonwoods and bouse and to all the Inhabitants therehad assisted her In escaping the close
ster.
Especially for Removing Snow.
blto ll foot wide and 5 feet deep and
up the slope. Even efore the door of. I will net trespass long, m, daughscrutiny of the Mexican bandits along
"Is your word nothing?" he raved. ran
"i n arm biivlng a sweep of
open!
them,
opened
to
be
my
go
could
again
I
with
the
house
south
of
mission
ter.
"Here you promised to free Kynaston
40 f '!. It doc the work of 100 men. 10 feet deep. Popular MechauicR Maf the route.
A unfulfilled."
frame.
on
pounding
the
were
m
thev
iii- i
In in.iuy plucs the snow wus 8 uurt UZiiie.
(TO BBS COMTtMVEOJ
later they staggered Into Ik. I
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Mr. Republican
Please Answer
What is your program if re-

turned to power?
Which laws enacted by the
Democrats would you repeal?
Would you repeal the income
Entered at the post office at
tax?
Clovis, N. M. as second class
Would you take a backward
atter under the act of March
step on the income tat?
3, 1879.
Would you repeal the federal
for which many of your
reserve
SUBSCRIPTION
OF
TERMS
senators
and representatives
$1.5U
One Year
voted?
75c
iiz Months
Would you restore the panic
bleeding currency law,
that
DEMOCRATIC TICKET
made possible the gruat industrial and financial disaster of
C.

Election Tuesday,
November 7, 1916.
For President
WOODROW WILSON
For Vice President
THOMAS R. MARSHALL

For District Attorney
ROOT. C. DOW

For State Senator
MERSFELDER
For State Representative
L. C.

LYMAN E. SHAW
For County Sheriff
D. L. MOYE
County
Treasurer
For
R. E. BROWN
For County Clerk

ZERWER
County
For
Assessor
AMBROSE IVY
For County Superintendent
J. M. BICKLEY
For Probate Judge
C. V. STEED
For County Surveyor
W. C.

1907?

Would you repeal the Lever
apricultural bill, against which
not a republican voted, either in
House or Senate?
Would you relay the pipe lines,
Woodrow Wilson
has
which
taken up, connecting the special
inlerests with the seat of gov

ernment;
Would you summon Mulhall
and his fellow lobbyists back to
the halls of congress?
Would you repeal the federal
trade commission act, against
which not a republican Senator
or representative voted?
Would you repeal the Clayton
Act, which supplements and strengthens the Sherman law, and for which 41 Re
publican Representatives and 6
Republiean Senators voted?
Would you repeal the Demo
cratic Labor Laws, for which so
many republicans voted?
WnnlH von rpnpil th
Alflnka
Railroad Act and once more at
tempt to deliver Alaska to the
Anti-Tru-

st

F. A. COOKE
Guggenheim?
For County Commissioners
Would you return to the old
District No. 1, G. M. BRYAN policy
of throttling the farmer
J. D. LYNCH by failing to deposit Government
District No. 2,
B. L. HAWK
District No. 3.
Why not abate the jack rabbit
seeurge by capturing the pests,

cuningthem and shipping them
north labeled "potted chicken "
Don't forget that next week is
post eard week in Clovis. Send
your friends andjrelatives some
Clovis views. They will appreciate it and it will be a good advertisement for the town.
The News has received an
anonymous communication mailed in Clovis, with the request
that it be published. We cannot
publish news items of this
character unless we know who
the author is. The writer should
have signed it.
What Curry County should
have without further delay is a
county agricultural agent employed jointly by the county and
the United States government.
It is said that the state of New
Mixico is entitled to but one
more agent, and this one should
be in Curry County. If this
matter iB not attended to at oace
some other county will get it A
better investment could not be
saade. The movement has keen
very popular throughout the
country, and counties that have
paid agents wtuld not part with
them for five times the cest.
Curry County should have a
eounty agent by all means.

Past Card Week
Next week is to be officially
week in
known as
Clovia. Post cards will likely be
mailedout by the hundreds to
all parts ef the country. Every
man, woman and ehild is urged
to secure cards with pictures of
one of Clovis manifold advantages and send them to their
friends.
The officials of the Clovis
Chamber of Commerce are boosting the plan. Secretary Curless
considers it a most effective
way to advertise Clovis. Don't
forget that next week is post
card week.
post-car-

d

Joo F. Smithson, the live wire
real estate dealer of Grady, was
water bound in Clovis over

funds in Country banks at crop
moving time?
Would you repeal the Seamans
bill, which passed both House
and Senate by acclamation?
Would you repeal the Bryan
peace treaties?
Would you substitute "Dollar
diplomacy" for ''Watchful waiting?
Do you repudiate, Root, Lodge,
Cummins, Kenyon, Brady, Jones
Clapp, La Follette and a host
more of your leaders for voting
for Wilson measures?
Would you repeal the Democratic measures of Preparedness,
for which all your Senators and
Representatives finally voted?
Do you repudiate every Republican newspaper that praises
Woodrow Wilson's handling of
the Mexican situation?
Republican farmer do you favor the repeal of the Rural
Crodits law?

Our Pablic Officers
The fight in Oklahoma and
other states, in the primaries,
was the selection of candidates
for members of the state Corporation Commission, as they right-follconsidered that those officers were of the most importance to the taxpayer. If there
are any public officers who should
be men of integrity, public spirited and possessed of good judgment it i ; na :mb. n of this board,
acting tor t! e pu t'I.j of the state
at large and tlit CoMt" Commissioners representing che taxpayers of the county.
Curry County Dev. vrnu
selected three most esui.u'ile,
luhonest and intelligent
men, with gotd business ?$
to tako rhuriie of county aii.iiri'
They mm j. M. Bryan, J. D.
Lynch i.iA B L. Hawk. The
delega
to th- - State Convention
should
Leir utmost eoleav
ors to dccuic the nomination of
a candidate for the state board
W. W.
with like attributes.
Nichols,
of Clovis,
is being
tne t oned throughout the state
Hi Corporation Commissioner,
and he would be an excellent
man for the place.

y
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For Sherhf
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Curiosity Killed
the Cat but
Saved the

The
First National Bank
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

World
Former

By J. R.
Advertising Manayer

HAMILTON
Wanamaker'j,

of

The quality of service rendered by
a benk is a matter of great importance to its patrons. It is our
aim to render the most efficient
service possible with conservative

Philadelphia

Ono of tho (liu'sl littli jokes wi men have in stock is about
banking.
the curiosity of women mul cuts.
Wo Kinilo indulgently at our wives and sisters and niolliers.
Our old and established connection
We
(
,Jlir limrer at them an:l tell them in our ponderous
with Eastern Banks enables us to
humor, "Look out, my dear, Curiosity killed the nil."' Anil
give
you this service.
we do not neeia to realize that if it weren't for curiosity we, in
this twentieth eintiiry, would still be living like pipj and dying
like Hies.
US
Here are
of the things curiosity lias done:
Arrliiim des (li ving up a stone wiih a slick was curious at
the ease with which he moved a fji'eat weight, lie discovered the
None too large for our ability
law of the lever, which has made possible mo; c of the mechanical
wonders of the present day.
None too small for our attention.
(ialileo, curious about the rising of the sun and the move
tnent of the stars, discovered that the world was not Hat.
Newton was curious about the apple that fell. Watt about
Harvey about our blood.
the cover of his mother's leakettle.
Pasteur about the elements of our blood. Howe about the tedi
ous stitching and mending of patient women. Ami so on down
the endless list of famous names.
And yet we laugh at the curious mothers of sue curious
men.
A. W. SKARDA, Cashier.
S. J. BOYKIN. President
Curiosity? Why a man ought to be ashamed to wag his
L. B. GREGG, A. Cashier.
V.
Pres.
C.
A.
SCHEURICH.
finger at the'inost idle curiosity in the world.
You people who are reading this paper now are simply curious.
You women who turn to your advertising to find out where to go
Notice for Publication
before you begin your shopping would probably spend many times
Lawn Hose, Sprinklers and
Non Cool
more money than you had to if you were not curious.
Lawn mowers.
Department uf lh UUirkjr, U. 8. Land Office
Don't waste n moment's thought on the banter of men. Read
at Fori Sumner, New Union, July
Kit
your advertising, satisfy your curiosity, see the merchandise that
Nolle la hereby riven that Charlea M. Ilinoe
N.
of
w
Dtp
3,
H..
July
who
on
1911.
Portal.
in"
atade
.i
ina
appeals to you. Do not hesitate because the name of some adverNo. (N702. for SW quarter, lection 20,
tiser is new. Let your curiosity have its fullest play.
Toenehip N, Range K, N. at p. Merlataa.
hai filer! notice of Intentloa lo make final three
It is time we laid this curiosity joke to rest.
year Proof to eetabllih claim to the lead above
Heaven help the son of the woman who isn't curious.
dwn.l. before W. J. Curren, U.S.

SUBMIT
CATTLE

YOUR
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WE WANT YOUR

BUSINESS
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R. R. DUNCAN
DENTIST

Gaging Prosperity

Pesky Jack Rabbits
By Motor Cars
Destroying Crops
In New Mexico the sales of
Russel Hardwick who has been
automobiles are one of the gages over the country, reports that
of prosperity, says the Santa Fe this section is literally swarming
New Mexican. If automobile
sales over a period of months
show a decided increase, it is
taken for gran tod the state is in
a prosperous condition, for more
automoDues
purchased mean
more people with money to invest in cars, and it is assumed
that a considerable number of
those cars can be classed as al
most luxuries. They add to the
pleasure of living. If the purchasers did not have comfortably full purses, it is assured
they would net be buying auto
mobiles,

Up to August 11, the number
of automobile licenses issued by
the secretary of state for the
year numbered 73G6.
In one
week dealers in two towns sent
in for application blanks for 50
licenses each. One of the deal
ers is in business in Lordsburg
and the other in Roswell
The New Mexico automobile
licenses issued in the seven
months and 11 days of 1916 ex
ceeded those of the entire year
of 1915 by23G6. The total for
the year is expected to be 8000
at least.
The figures would doubtless
prove a sarprise to many eastern
friends who are still so provin
cial aa to believe the favorite
means of locomotion in the
southwest are the broncho and
the burro.

County Convention
The Democratic County con
vention will be held in Clovis
next Saturday at the courthouse
to select delegates to the Democratic state convention which
will be held in Santa Fe, August
oil, when the candidates for the
?';' 4 atfic-- s will be chosen.
j.ry County is entitled toseven
c
but the plan as
t,Bome of the leaders is
to
14 delegates, who would
be entitled to
f
vote each.
This would make a better show-ng- ,
an J give Curry County a
moie prjmn nt p.aca on the
i'l ior of t ie conv nti n.
out-lii.-

one-hal-

jj

with jack rabbfts and they are
damaging all the growing crops.
On the Hardwick farm last
spring they grazed 30 acres of
wheat and completely destroyed
it. In other parts they are reported as to be a menace and
measures are being considered
to exterminate them.
It has been suggested that
commercial and farming organizations formulate a plan and provide finance to offer a bounty for
the animals as a means to stop
the scourge. This should be
done soon, as later on it will be
much more difficult to cope with
the animals and next summer's
crops will suffer from their devastations.

Cowboy Carnival to
Displace County Fair
The business men and Commercial Club of Tucumcari are
making extensive arrangements
for a cattlemen's carnival to
take the place of the county fair
this fall. The matter is meeting with the approval of nearly
every cowman and ranchers in
eastern New Mexico and will be
held about the last week of Sept
ember.

Oounle-ione- r.

at hlaoffloa. at Clovia. New Mexioo, on
the H th day of September, 116.
Claimant namea aa wltneaaea:
Jemi-ll. Looper. Prudence R. Montrornery..
Cora KinntT, all of Clovia, N. It, and Thomax L.
Keen, of I' jrtalea, N. M.
r.
A.J. EVANS.

Opposite P. O.

Office

Phone!89.

NEWJMEX.

CLOVIS.

Aim.

Notice For Publication

Stanley J. Clark

Non Coal

LAWYER
Will practice in all the courts.
Clovis,

N. Mex.

-

D. D.

Swear in gin

of tbe firm of Dra. Praalay A Swaarlrurla

at

14

1

Roawell

01OWA

Department of the Inter lot, U. 8. Land Ofnea-a- t
Fort Sumner, N. M. July, SI, Wlf.
Notice ia hereby riven that Tnomaa M. Crump
of Clovia. N. II., who, on Auguet 7 lull,
made
tlomealeaii
entry No. 01110
for
Went half, atctlon 30 township 1 north, range
M E. New Meilco
P meridian haa filed notice of Intention to make Anal three year
proof to nlabllah claim to the land above described before W. J. Curren, U. 8. Comjnev-lone- r
at hla office at Clevia. N. M. or.
the 23rd day of September. ISIS.
Claimant namea aa wltneaaea:
'W'!llam T. Blaain(ame,
Jimeph Mriiregor
(Url Kllliam and William Uender. all of Clovia.

will be in Clovis on 15th. 16th,
17th of each month treating h.a.
diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose
Aug.
and Throat and Fitting Glasses

A. J. Evane, Regltter.
10 Sept. 7

Notice for Publication

Dr.J.B.Westerfield
Physician and Surgeon
Jackson Bldg,
Opposite Postoffice
Phone 221 -- Residence

Office in
Office

269

W. A. Gillenwater
LAWYER
Clovis,

New Mbxico

Non Coal

Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land Office
at Fort Sumner, New Meiiro. Aua-uat- .
41 h 1911.
Notice la hereby riven that Om ar L. McCormiek
of Havener. N. M
who on Oct. 17th 1911, mad
Homeetea4
Entry. No. 0"JKIO.
for Houtheett
quarter .Section 31 and on Auk. 12. 112 nade
Addtional
llomeitnad entry No. OluXH
fo.
northeaat quarter. Section 31, Townahlp S norrh.
Rant e Si eaat. N. at. P. Meridian, haa lied notice
of Intention to make final Ave year Proof, to
eatabllaa claim to the land above dneorlbed, beOctober

1--

2

the same is called to reassemble
and convene at the Courthouse,
Veterinary Surgeon
in the city of Clovis, Curry
Phone 16.
Clovis. N.M.
County, New Mexico, on the 26
day of August, 1916 at the hour
of two o'clock in the afternoon,
for the purpose of selecting de
Physician ic. Surgeon
legates to the next Democratic
Office Opposite PostofSce
State Convention, pursuant to
the call made therefor, and to
dispose of any and all matters
E.
and things whiih may properly
DENTIST
ceme b ef ore such county conven.
tion.
Over First National Bank.
A. J. Whiting,
Phone 95.
Sec. Democratic County Com
New Mexico,
Clovis,

Dr. J. R. Haney

M. Chapman

ll.

Au.

Osteopath

PATIENTS EXAMINED FREE
Call for Democratic
103
Office
North Main Street
County Conveation.
333, Res. 390.
Phone
Office
Pursuant to adjournment of
New Mexico
the last Democratic County Con Clovis,
vention held in the city of Clovis
on the 13th. day of May, 1916,
DR. L. M. BIGGS

Curren. United Hut tea Creamlaiiener.
New Meilco. on th 21 at day ot

Claimant namea a wltneiajair.
Anton Ilankhnuae. Samuel L. Wlllia, Edwin II.
StulU. Robert Hyrnea, all of Havener. N. M.
A. J. EVANS. ReriaMr,

DR. H. R. GIBSON

Treats all diseases both acute
and chronic. Special attention
given to diseases of women.

J.

fore W.

at Clevla.

7

Notice for Publication.
OIOUMI

Department of the Interior. (1. 8. Land Office
at Pi Rurnner, N. M July. 3!th. lain.
la
William)
Notice
hen by Riven
that
Kleemann. of Trxlro. N. M
who,
on July
HI. I'JKI. mule Hoimtetcad Kntry,
No. O'.ONM) far
81-- 2 KW .4 Sec 6 anil N
NE
2
N W
Section 7. Townahlp 1 8 Rant
r... N. II. P. Meridian, haa Aled notice of Intention to make Final three Year Proof, to
eatabliah claim to the land above deacrihed. before W. J. Curren, U. 8, Commiialoner, at
Clovia, N. M . on the 16th day of 8enlember, ISIS.
Claimant namea aa wUnnoaaa:
William McEntire, Or.ro 1). Doue-la-a
Laton A.
Reevea and Hermann I'laper, all of Texico, N. M.
A. J. EVANS. Reirtiter.

N

37

Aur.

Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, V 8 land ofBe at
Pt Sumner, N. M July 12th. 1WH.
Notice la hereby lvn that Vel-n- a Okr ef Ckv
vi. N. M.. who on April, I 1911, made Hoawo.
ataad Entry. No. mm for PW
Sea. M. and)
on April
1911 made Additional
haa eetead
entry No 0101 12. fot the
T. 4M.
B. 84 E. N. M. P. M.. baa Sled notice of aaterrtam
temaka ftaa! three rear proof, to eetabltah claim
to the laad above deaarlbed before W.
i. Carraa.
United HtaUa Oommlaa loner In kai office at
Clovia. New Meatce on the Mth day at Au. MM.
Claimant name a wltneaeeo:
Johnnie Pllnn. Will E. Alilla, Chriatophar at.
Putman. and Elmer. P. Chandler, all of Hn"nr

t

N. M.
July

26.

A.J.EVANS.

R

iab.

Clovis It Greatest Hotel
Town im The State
The excursion season will open
soon and New Mexico will be
visited by thousand of home
seekers, land buyers, investors,
and touri&ts who are exploring
in search of the fountain of
youth, the breal fruit tree and
the beefsteak buah.
In many towru and cities in
all new countries, when the influx of visitors is extraordinarily
larye, it ia often very diflicult
for them to secure adequate and
decent hotel accomodations and
in many cafes gentlemen who
are accustomed to dreaming on
downy couches are foreed to
have nightmaies in the hay or
accept the hospitalities furnished
by a box car.
But we can Eay to any of these
stranded pilgrims, who find
themselves in a neighboring
town, like the Son of Man "with
no place to lay his head," let
them turn their facts to Clovis,
the Mecca of the hungry, unfed
He
wayfarer.
and unlodjj-ewill find that in the "Magic
City" the latch string is out and
that several train loads of people
of all sorts and conditions of
people can be well entertained
without overcrowding our excellent and numerous hostleries.
Twenty hotels hold out the
glad hand and hospitable welcome to the stranger within the
gates of Clovis and all can
find an inn where they can take
their ease, that will satisfy any
taste and fit any purse.
Many of those who journey in- to the "wild and wooly West,"
themselves to
hnvp nrenared
r- i
subsist on "hog and hominy,'
but when they reach the me
tropolis of Eastern New Mexico,
they will be agreeably surprised
They will find set before them
what they supposed were only
served at DelmoniCO 8.
On the other hand the robust
good feeder, who comes to the
country, breathes the oione in
the healthful New Mexican
and acquires an apnetite that cravss something
substantial to satisfy it will find
that he has erected his tent in
the right town and that he can
feed well without going broke
In our carivansaries he can be
OflVUOll
Wit h all the dishes he
was familiar with "back yonder"
-

at home.

A score, or more hotels

cater

to the wants and comforts of the
local and traveling public in
Amnntf them are the
rirvvin
,IVTIHI
following: Gran Quivira, Antlers,
Morgan, El Llano, Ohio, Crescent, Arlington, Cotter, Reidora,
Gadson, Koyal, Tennessee, City.
Stroud,
Commercial,
Clovis,
Gillespie, Oklahoma, and in addition there are a number of first
class restaurants, well appointed
rooming apartments and private
boarding houses.
e
So well known is the
of Clovis hotels that commercial travelers arrange their
dates so that they may run into
the Magic City to spend Sunday
and ranchmen and good livers
from neighboring towns auto
long distances to enjoy tlieir
Sunday dinner at some of them.
-
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Clovis Lady Has Civic Pride
Miss Gertrude Jones, of the
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INTERESTING PROGRAM FOR
NEW MEXICO GATHERING.
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Infill operation.-- :
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Albuiiieiipic.
An ouillne program
of the Tux
for the annual
Mexico, tc
payers' A; Mieiatlu:, of
audiioriuiii
lie held in the lrna
.Mhtniuei.pie. 'i'Iij;.-.;:- i
anil I'riday m
and ::i,
Sla;e fair week, Sept.
A.
iiuhiii lier" by
In
.lueius, iuilicaliug that in adili-iolir'oiiiiiil ion upon the worn
dining Its first
ci' the
ye;.r, und its plitiis lor the coming
year, Unit matters will be presented
t.f lively Interest to every taxpayer.
The ciitliix program follows:
September 28, 9 a. m.
Address of tin) president "The
Year's Work," H. J. lagennan.
igh ways The
"New Mexico Stale
Complete I'lnll- - ICsl iiuateil Cot of
Plan of
I'i Ti.iancnl
Maintenance
Management.' James A. I'lemli. state
engineer. Discussion limited to ten
Names to be aninlnuies each.
nounced.
"Stale Control of llond Issues, Sup
pleinintlng Slate Control of Tux
Levies," (i. G. Timnell. tax commls-sinneCompany.
A. T. a S. !'. Ky.
Discussions limited to ten minutes
each. Names to be announced.
September 29, 9 a. m.
"Central Purchasing of School Sup
plies and (equipment," Atanacio Mon
toya. superintendent of schools for
Hernulillo county.
Power Be
"Should Discretionary
and
Given
County Superintendents
to
Hoards of County Commissions
Abolish School Districts und Provldi
Consolidated Schools und Transporta
tion of I'liplls'." K. Pack, superintend
enl of schools fur 0,uny county. DIs
cussion limited to ten minutes each
Names to he announced.
Report of the secretary, Hon. An
tonio I.ucero.
Report of auditing committee.
Budget unit plans for the second
yeur. Director A. K. James.
atAll taxpayers are invited to
tend the sessions, whether members
It is expected that several
or not.
hundred people will be present.
'.

Din-cin-

1

There will be u liiK para I.; at
no en l.nlior day
to 'jo
Tin- I'nytoii ranninii plant
"
A

Review of Work of Association Dur-- ,
ing Year Will Bs Made at Albuquerque, Sept.

Albiniu.-niiin- .

Columbus at

on Si'iil. 3.
Tlilnnii nro boiiiiiliii? Hi Scholle. Hih
now copper cuinp on tho comity lino
In Abo Carton.

Gauilllo Arrinhntti of Albuitioriiii
was fined $ln anil costs (or illeRiilly
shooting doves.
was
C. M. Holts of Albuiiri'ie
olocled president of Ilia New Mexico
Bar Association.
Hank deposits In New Mexico state
bunks increased S2.no,O0f during the
year ending June W.
Mrs. Lorenzo Sanchez, of near
Hamuli, was painfully wounded In tlio
thigh by a pistol shot.
Waldo C. Twitrhell baa resianod as
assistant manager of the New Mexico
building at Sun Diego.
Ilowey Jolinson, charged with tho
murder of N. A. Hypes at Clayton, has
been released on S 15,000 bond.
Into lied river
Alum Introduced
through rains and high wulnr killud
thousands of trout In thu stream.
Tuciimcarl business men are making plans for a "Call lumen's Cowboy
Carnival," lo be held in October.
When all the soldiers expected at
Doming are on the scene, It is said,
the monthly payroll will be $:iH.(MM.
Lag Vegas baker ure preparing to
reduce the size of bread loaves, (Sue
to the increased price of wheat and
flour.
Almost a score of convicts have applied for pnrolo, and their canes will
be conrddorod at I lie bourd meeting

State Regiment Promotion.
Santa Kd. Adjutant General Harry
T. Herring announced that Sergeunt
Major John 0. Lussater, of the New
Mexico regiment, hud been promoted
to a second lieuleiiuncy in the reguAlso, that Cupluln K.
lar infnnlr).
V, Thompson, quai tenniisier of the
New
Mexico
regiment, had been
recommended for appointment as assistant quurtermustrr of the provisional division on the border, a request
for a recommendation huving been
received from the chief of the militia
t'lviiion of the War Department, und
that Karl Wilson of this city succeed
Ijissater us sergeunt major of the
regiment.
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.Osborne & Wright.
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''The Wright House with Right Goods and Kight Price"

Electrie light globes and fix
J. H. Shepard and family left
New Feed Crop
tures.
Friday,
last
"Forditis,"
for
For Curry County
points in Oklahoma on a visit
A raw discovery, made by
several weeks duration with
of
Frio county, Texas, csttlemsn
relatives
and friends.
and announced by the State De
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Boss Gafe

THE LEADING CLOVIS RESTAURANT
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OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

mes-quit- e

Davidson's Transfer and Storage
Transfer Work Solicited. STORAGE FREE
First Class CAR SERVICE at All Times.
Clovis, New Mexico.
P. 0. Box 544.
Phones 85 and 152.
All Kinds of
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Ilobert S. H;"
sentenced to tfc
Ifne, 191 ::. to
years for emh
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ON ALL OUR NEW

passed by Congress.

Oil Stoves and Refrigerators
WE ARE MAKING LOW PRICES ON THEM

! !

We also offer bargain prices on a big stock
of All Kinds of New and Second Hand
FURNITURE.
::
:: :: ::

Let the News print you some
and envelopes, this
is one of our specialties. The
cost is small. Drop in and see
as the next time you come to
letter-head- s

See us for PICTURE FRAMING. We car-r- y
a big stock of mouldings. If your furniture needs repairing, see us.

town.

cation

1

SPECIAL SALE

Farmers and Stockmen.

Supervisor of Industrial Edu
L C. Mersfelder, who will
represent Curry county ia the
state senate, has returned with
Albuquerque, eral H. F. Robinson, superintendent
a camping
nitcnli.iry in of Indian Irrigation for this district Mrs. Mersfelder from
six to tight The appropriation is inuluded in the trip on the Rio de la Casa.
bill, rtcentl)
Indian appropriation
was
Journal.
t

!

i

I

attiri ng

next week

-

thirty-sixt-

Conven-

! ! !

I

31'

i?ie

surprise for you
in this space

I
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Duckworth is in Boston

will have a

partment of Agriculture at Aus
tin, Texaf, will be of much interest to cattlemen of Curry
Aug. 29.
U. S. Army Officers,
Made
County. It is a crop especially
resident
a
Stewart,
man
named
A
Santa Fe. Antonio .1. .una of adapted to the plains country of
3f Hod Itiver, lias dlsappeured, and
Simla
nnd D. H. Dauglierty of
uis bride of a few months is search
Mexico.
former students at the New Eastern New
ing for litin.
known that
been
lone
It has
Mexico military Institute nt Roswell,
Game an. Fish Warden Trinidad ('. have
been
In us second
mustered
valuable as
is
bean
mesciuite
the
dellacn received u complaint from
of the Twentieth
1'uitml
range cattle, and that
Caliallo,
food
for
Sierra county, that quail States Infantry. They
a
went to the
were destroying the bean crop.
front with the New Mexico national the ctod is sure, regardless of
.1.
A.
Jones, of eighteen miles guard.
dry weather. Cattlemen have
southeast of Cuervo, has fifteen cuts
depended on the bean crop in
inIn his sculp, sal. to have been
Cordova to Fight Anderson.
the cast to save them from the
by
neighbor
flicted
a
with a slono.
Silver City.
Arrangements
are
the
II. K. Davis, of Mogallon pleaded completed tor u boxing show to be expense of feeding when
guilty to having killed a turkey out given here l.ubor day. Hud Anderson, rraB9 was poor.
It was net
of season and whs fined $."il and coats, Vancouver, Wash., will meet llenny
known, however, that the
amounting In all lo $Su, which be Cordova of Albuquerque In the main
bean could be handled
"
paid.
event.
commercially
at a profit.
an1,500
people
uttended tho
Over
neal picnic ul Rogers.
The town of Dilley. in Frio
Engineer Scalded, Fireman Hurt.
reItoswell cattle and sheepmen
Demlng. The engineer was fatully county, haa gathered and shipped
port that os a result of tho recent hurt mid the fireman of uu Atchison,
110 tons of this new feed crop
tains grass is growing again and that Tupuku and Santa t'e freight
truin this year.
It has sold readily at
(he runge is already in an excellent
sormusly Injured when the trail)
;lui pe.
plunged into a washout lun feet loitg $14 a ton. The buddIv was pur
It is stated that the
inHI or three miles eust of hero, piling
Uito u chased largely by feedera of
Copper heup of wreckage, lying up traffic.
the I'lntada Consolidated
horses and mules, and the deCompany at I'lntada Station, near Tliu wu.ihout was due to heavy
rains
will
bo
Itosa,
In
operation In a Thomas Smith, the engineer, died mand haB been far in exceis of
Srtitn
few days.
K. II. Clarke,
lute in tho afternoon.
the supply. They carry well,
Tho new general offlcos and store the fireman, was scalded.
car having remained loaded
one
building of Hie llurr.o Mountain Cop
for nine days without any indicaper Company til Tyrone nre golog up
Rookies Raise Fears of Sniper.
rapidly. The contract has been let
tion of heating. The beans naay
Deining UuHets
sang
overhotid
for tho new postoffice building and
he fed whole, or can be crushed
while officers called Hie men to arms
tho passenger depot.
into
cump
tit Deining anil in a common food crusher an
James II. Moore of Alhuuuprque, 'n the in lit
out scout inn parties, only io excellent meal or chop, and an
rushed
lolm II. Hurry of Ml. Dora, I.ee S.
Kellogg, Hatnn; Iionlclano S. Qiiltnna discover that the suspected Mexican analysis and feeding test shows
tKiners were a parly of innocent
1'lno mid Richard Cot kin of dinarmllltiniuen, who, unknown to them to be equal in value, if not
on, have been commissioned notaries
superiors,
their
had gone hunting in superior to Indian corn.
public by Governor

Union Mortgage Company is to
be complimented on her civic
pride. She has beautified a vacant city lot adjoining her place
of business, making it a very atMcDonald.
the desert.
tractive spot. Flowers have been Copies of the premium book of the
annual New Mexico state
planted, vines are growing over
$25,000 to Continue Oil Work.
fair sr." being mulled to a list of
been
has
which
fence
board
tall
a
5,000 New Mexicans and to a number
Artesla Stancllrf and Groves bave
is
grass
painted green, and the
r cured jLTi.tnto funds to further deof exlilhltors und others interested In
velop the oil field near .like Arthur.
green and pretty. Miss Jones the fair outside the state.
Robert S. Randall of Albuquerque,
caa be seen almost daily watersentenced to the stato penltepjlnry in Highway Across Navajo Reservation.
taking
and
shrubbery
ing the
Albuquerque.
June, 1913. to serve from six to eight
Construction
of a
care of her 'beauty spot" as years for embezzlement, was par- highway through the Navajo Indian
reservation, which probably will bedoned by Governor McDonald.
she calls it.
Conductor Harrows and Fireman came of much importance to the moIf others who have vacant lots rversol
were seriously Injured In the torists wishing to viait the Grand
would emulate Miss J ones' civic wreck of the Roswcl!Cnrbnd
Canon of the Colorado Is provided for
federal appropriation ot $15,090,
pride, Clovis would be a much
train or ihVi, and by
according lo the annual report of den
re in tho hoB: a .. Clovis.
prettier town.
W. H.

Osborne & Wright

Brown Furniture Go.
214 S. Main St.
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A STORY Of THE GREAT NORTH WEST
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tide turned. Hell broke loose upon
the land and heaven was not. Klre

CHAPTER XXVI.
13

encompassed the world, its increased
The Spirit of the Eait.
Company H, under Captain Donald-on- . rour changed to the thunder of the
spheres.
It appulled 'the hearts of
I hoy trolled swiftly up with the
infantry men. stayed their hands in fright. All
quickstep of
the darkness of rolling
find stood In column of fours while throughout
the olflfflra fought the head of af- smoke wherein they worked between
Dolly promptly sent for tho the raging torrent and the East Holt
fairs.
young foroHt rancor, and In less than that mighty voice commanded cessa
It takes In the telling thcHe two keen tiou.
Instantaneously, without orders, as
wilted Westerners,
the woodsman
and the soldier, were rendy to grap- one man where there was no com in u
ple with the enemy.
nlcallon save between those a few feet
kiln were dumped upon the ground apart, they dropped their spudos, their
and the bard muscled men took lo tattered blankets, their axes. They
the hills and the timber under quick, struighlened from their labor, leaving
Two hours later the cross cuts in tho trunks. 11 ore and
derisive orders.
wagons arrived with commisHury sup- there, above the solemn thunder
plies and the smoky, blackened val- hoarse voices begun to call. It was
ley took on a military air.
the time to quit and they realized It
It was a Titan struggle, and It was Instinctively.
Indicative of the force that has con"Out! Out! Out!" they cried to
quered nature the human atoms toil- each other in the dusk, "(let out!
ing In scuildarkness
beneath the Get out!"
threatening forest, choked by the
Walter Sandry, working near the
smoke, flayed by the almost unbear- apex of the pushing line, saw meu beable heat, menaced by the flames t hat ginning to run past him back ulong the
at any moment might sweep here or tretich and the cutting. He lilted desthere among the rocks and declivities perate eyes to the ridge whoso dim
of the uneven hills and rut off escape. crest he could see between the boles,
That was the great danger they so near hud they won to victory. Only
guarded against tho possibility of a few more big pines, a dozen saplings,
getting hemmed In. Guurds were de- a scunt few yurds of trench and It
tailed to watrh the vanguurds of the would be done-t- he
long lane of safety
foo. to noto the speed of tho flames stretched across the neck uf tho East
the lie of the timber, tho lines that Belt!
were likely to g" fastest, following the
"Stop! Stop! Stop!" he cried with
different growths, but In the mysteri- a greut voice tliut came from the very
ous dusk
nd the silence or vast depths of his lungs with borrowed
mingled sounds they wero Impotent power. Stand hy mo, men! Kor God's
and each mail had to take caro of him- sake sland hy!"
self.
He saw dim shapes fuller, half turn
The mighty boom of fulling patri- toward hliu and start on. Again he
archs of the forest, hoary with a thou raised his stentorian cry and Hying
sand years of ago, rrashing through j figures halted a moment, Btopped
obstructing brunches, shook the earth against their will by its compelling
oaeh moment.
With each such stu power.
pendous full wealth and
"I'm Johnny Eastern, all right, but
and prudence trembled nt the I'm going to stay! Who'll stuy with
sacrilege. It was a carnival of waste, me?"
a sucrlllce of tho gifts of God and
Out of the dense obscurity came Colamong all those who fought It witn lins, a huge, fantastic figure, and stood
heart and hand and bruin there was beside him without a word. In the tennouo who knew Its worldwide import sion of the time Sandry reached out
so well, who lamented it so keenly a hand and gripped tbe giant's shoulas the lean, brown forest runners der.
whose special foo it was.
"A dozen men and we've won!" be
"And to think a dozen miles of gov cried.
He saw the halting shupes turn,
eminent trailB would have prevented
It!" cried tho leuder with an oath.
gather another una another, retrace
Out In the valleys beyond, the heavy their steps uud spring buck Into the
smoke had obscured the setting sun durkness.
Every man of them was
entirely. Over tho crest of the Const western horn and tho tuunt had gone
Range It had spread up to the heav- home. He leaped himself for the
ens, drifted afar on the changing wind hup 41c of a saw sticking out from the
and nil the dlutant valley of the Wil Ude of a
sugur pine and the
rose
lamette knew that the forest lire whining song of the cross-cutwere burning In the hills.
again under the dwarfing rear.
The papers throughout the state
Fourteuu meu had heard and antold of It that day. and It awakened swered that call, and they were ulono
no more Interest than would have at- in the purgatory of heat and smoko.
tended the announcement of a heavier All the rest were running for their
run of salmon than was usual lu the lives down tho cleared fall toward tbe
valley beyond the dip.
Columbia.
They were too common, those tires
From time to time Sundry glanced
that sported with the nutlonal wealth upward at the Increasing light. Tbe
each year, too much a part of every- sugar pine fell with a rending rour,
day life, and they did not know that and with llurris, who, be saw for the
this was to be a marker of time In tlrst time, hud been pulling with him.
ho run to tho next.
the const country.
He saw us ho ran that one of the
Time was when they were unknown,
t men, working like a fury to fell the
tbnso monsters of destruction a
time it was. when those tlrst for- saplings, wjia Murphy, who hud greetest rangers, the silent Red Men of ed his pompous "Dilllngwortb" with
the hills, had burned out tho under-brus- such grinning Irony In thu old duys.
He had u moment's viiguo wonder ul
each year so that a pony might
(jo anywhere unhindered
this odd stripe of Immunity lli.it could
Tho silent rangers hud gone with hold such prejudice, fight with Ilamp
the years passed to the Hunting den's men III savage finally, to Join
Grounds and tho reservations, via civ- their ranks later with happy Irrespon
ilization, and now the grout timber sibility at t lie cull of Hold, and wus
had Blind Its dry foliage ami its pitch, still willing to turn back to fight with
tho littlo growths had sprung up sea- him on death s brink, because he had
son after sensou, tho vines had crept returned their taunt of East and West.
One by one, in silence. In a tension
between and a man might not penetrate til u fastnesses without built tli at drew tho skin tight on their faces
they saw the la 'uniuniiiK monurchs
trails.
So Destiny took up tho land and full, the kindling saplings luid on
played with It that hot, dry August. earth. Hie trench, much narrower and
creep upward to thu ridge.
All through the early hours of the shallower,
Against tlmo. against bent that
long night they labored, dirty, black
and
enud, tottered scarecrows of men, run- scorched their hare arms againsttorturedI
eyeballs,
a at
ning here and there, digging like mud their starting
atmosphere that drove them
In the wido trench that was to stop fling
and nearer to the eurth for
the surface flames, sawing unceas- nearer
thu last blade, sent
ingly at the toweling trees, while the breath, hey drew crushing
toward the
lust big pine
the
twenty
brought
tidings
guards
minute
north.
of the upprourlilng tire.
the increasThe ridge wus clear
High against I he dun, smoke-lighing glow.
enod sky the dark canopy of the liust
"Now!" cried Sundry with the trl
licit whispered and moaned us if in uiiiph of a general on a victorious
car, and from time to time Sundry, a field,
"now fur the ridge and over!"
specter of a man.
huggurd.
Hut even as he dropped his saw and
eyes
It
It.
bloodshot
toward
his
lifted
calling his men, Collins' big voice
was still his own, his future of the ran. through the rolling smoke with
Dlllingworth, despite the tangle of came
of linulity.
Hampden's threats, the unrecorded the culm
'over.' It's a ninety-foo- t
no
"Ain't
of
the
deed and the unfinished trail
hard rock beyond tbut
on
to
drop
Yellow Pines ut tho south, and It
ridge."
pulled at bis heart pathetically.
Sundry stopped in his trucks, his
Thero was still a stretch of almost
If
whiff of suit
Impenetrable limber neur the summit head cleared as with a
by that call.
of tbe big ridge which must be cut air
Tho meu had closed in with the Inihnn.gh before the flumes reached it.
stinct of their kind to be together in
or all would be lost.
so the dangur were les"Shall we make It, John?" asked danger, as If
sened.
Dally,
who
of
desperately
owner
the
Hut tbe Easterner was undaunted.
ran by In tbe smoke with wot rags to
"Then we'll take to tbe East Uelt,'
Ua over tbe mouths of the men.
though It is a crown
"Ought to If the wind stays where he cried, "even
Are and coming fast, I think our trench
It
hold It."
It was two o'clock and that hour In will
Wltb all confidence he turned to tbe
the sleeping world outside when all
Instinctively
tbe men bad
south.
ihe elements are at an ebb.
behind him. The neck of the
Then, all suddenly, Destiny laughed, drawn in
whooping East Bolt was a wavering wall of
and Destlny e lagb was
(lanced back
(bat ross aa the elemental ebb Oam. tie whirled and
hard-traine-

world-econom-

150-foo- t

long-pas-

along the fall and the trench. Long
streamers of flame were licklug across
for had happened.
it. Tbe
were
The little bunch of fighter
hemmed In, ringed around by tire.
Death faced them on every side.
Then, as the owner sont a searching
look to every quarter, be sprang forward.
"Here!" be cried, "here! Into It!
Every man of you. In, say!"
At the crest of the sheer ridge an
old, abandoned tunnel gaped In tbe
gloom, a dim haven ot refuge. Its
mouth was overhung by vines, Its recess mysterious in tbe blackness. Sandry sprung to its edge and turned back
for thu men to pass. They stood, a
sniull. silent bunch, gazing lu wordless
consternation at the red canopy.
"Now bow in hell did it get across
the full?" said Collins hoarsely.
Hut one by one they stooped and
entered the small black hole in tbe
eurth. It ran backward Into the ridge,
scarce the height of a tall man, Its
floor uneven with the heaps of earth
fullen from the roof since some long
forgotten prospector hud carved It
out.
Here for a moment they breathed
more easily, standing close together,
a sweating, panting, waiting mass of
humanity. Sandry stood at t'ie mouth,
the lost to enter. Ha looked out in
hushed amaze at the unchained madness ot the burning world. The great
(ire had reuched its zenith. It came
booming and roaring to the full and
the trench. Its sound was Indcscrib
able. The heat grew until the flesh on
Sundry's arms and face rose In blisA sheet of fianie '.hot sheer
ters.
across the tunnel's mouth. Smoke
rolled Into It and here and tbero a
gasping breuth ended In a moan.
Like
There was no air to breuthe.
trapped animals the men jumped here
and there, feeling for an opening, a
crevice to crawl into, away from the
agony of beat and suffocation. And
then they lost control of themselves.
"My God" cried Murphy shrilly, "I
can't stand ut! Let me out au' I'll
die an' get ut over!"
He came groping to the entrance,
facing the increasing boat. Ills face
was a madman's, his mouth open, his
lingers crooked like tulons. But at the
mouth. Hint was as tbe gate of hell, he
met the Easterner, a straight figure
ugulnst the light beyond.
"No," sold Sundry sternly, "go back
and He down."
"What?" he shrieked, "what? Yon
You tenderfoot!
damned Johnny!
And he flung himself forward.
A smooth, black muzzle cume forth and
pushed Its brazen menace Into his
fuce.
"I'll shoot the first man that attempts to pass me," said Sandry
balf-looke-

1

I'll"

hoorRely.

Having and cursing, he backed away.
More than one of tbe fourteen
begged to he allowed to pais, and one
of tbe lumberjacks from Sacramento
muttered deliriously of culling bis
bluff. Hut the awful moments drugged
hy and Sundry stood ut the entrance.
The (lames passed all measurement of
light and heat. He lust sight of tbe
llgures at his feet. I lu felt himself going out in tho durkness.
"S'letz." he muttered, "little S'leU "
When he came to himself again, men
were crawling across blm. lie could
breathe hotter and the light had lessened. He sat up, wincing at the moving of his scorched skin over the
muscles underneath, crawled out with
the rest and one hy one they rose to
their feet. Tho greut timber of the
Kast Holt further down stood serried
and green. The effort had not been in
vain. The holocaust wus checked, the
Helt was safe.
,
Hack toward the north stretched a
forest of lull, black; spikes, picked out
here und there by 'eavy spots of lire

"Three hours, ma," he croaked In a
of warning, "only three hours
sleep for all of us. If you give us
longer I'll never forgive you."
It was true, as Collins said, that
they had only begun to light.
Through the hours, days, nights that
followed the saving of the East Helt
they took no note of tune, t'p along
the blackened, devustaled viilley the
soldiers moved their camp. Ma Dally
and suborned a
shut ho
wagon to haul her big range up and
deposit It alongside Ihe camp stoves
of Compuny II, where she dispensed
coffee to her men and all others with
Impartial zeal. Miss Ordwuy, her skirts
tucked up from the contamination of
the burned earth which rose In hot.
black puds at every moving foot, was
compelled to help If she would hold that
espionage over Siletz from which she
hoped to reullze her ambition. A bit
tor hatred shurponed her blue eyes
upon the girl, and she ached to seize
her and tear out of her blouse Unit
packet of proofs. She was angered
at herself that all her cleverness bud
failed to recover them before this.
So the bours passed with smoke and
heat and a sun like a copper shield.
Men came and went In relays, sleeping
upon the ground for short shifts, rig
The
Idly apportioned and observed.
Hood of flume, runner after an nrrnnt
wind, had piled Us forces in leaping
billows in among the northern bills. It
seemed a thing of Irresistible might,
but the tollworn men hung to its flunk
with a dogged persistence, emboldened
uud encouraged by the success on the
east ridge.
Sandry, limping painfully, and haggard as a ghost, stuck with the vanguard despite Ma s commands and
Daily's warnings. At each fresh sight
of liis face tlie girl Slletz wus wrung
with anguish. It seemed us if he could
bear no more and yet the spirit in bim
drove blm on.
Once she ventured a timid protest.
"What Is tho timber worth if you
die?" she asked plaintively, and Sundry, still somewhat of a boy, parried
tbe yearning question.
"Who would cure?" ho laughed
wryly, "would you, l.lttln Squnw?"
The girl did not answer, but as she
turned uway the ready mist sprang to
her eyes anil ho reached a contrite
band to her shoulder.
"Forgive me! I know you would!"
It seemed to Siletz us the horror
swept north and Hie men wero lost
for hours In the dim fastnesses, that
something was about to happen.
of disaster
She folt u
which Coosnah shared, anil they two
stood apart for long spaces of lime,
,
listening, the muscles of euch
drawn taut, h'roin time to time the
great mongrel would squat upon his
haunches, lift his heavy muzzle toward
heavens and liny with
thu
,
a
silver noto that was the
very ucnie of melancholy.
And then came n dawn when no one
lame In for breakfast, when the sun,
coming over thu ridgo to the rust,
Only a pule light
was not visible.
turned the heavy cunopy lo shudowed
pearl. The three women walled In that
silence which ever attends the waiters
for men who fuce danger. They were
used to the silence, for there was no
accord between them. Ma Dully had
long ugo shut this "bird o' th' earth"
out of her good heart und Slletz hated
her with the fury of the woman whose
mate is threatened.
At lust a solitary Indian came down
the valley, running, his mouth full of
excitement and dolorous prediction
The whole of the Slletz would go. It
was the wrath of the Great Spirit
turned loose upon a wicked world, it
was the judgment. There was nothing
like it. He fell into jargon and reverted to the undent gods, and Siletz
checked him sternly.
"What do you mean. Quanna?" she
said, "have you forgotten the I'reacher
and the Hiblc? There Is only ono God
and he holds us In the hollow of his
hand. It is not the destruction of Ihe
world. It will stop. What more has
happened, and where is Sandry of tbe
camp?"
had happened.
Everything
The
whole country was afiro. Not only a
ridge or two, a valley In between, as
It bad been here, a day, two days back,
but ridge after ridge, valley after valley tbe world, the earth, tbe heavens.
Sandry was somewhere up behind tbe
Hog Hack.
For a moment the girl looked out
across the slough, lying like
dirty
ribbon between Ita gray and wilted
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grim-lippe-

Collins' Big Voice Came Through the
Rolling Smoke.
.
where fallen logs, dry and
Tho gr i canopy
burned steadily.
was gone, every vine and bit of brush,
every sapling and fern. Only a thin
edge still crackled and snapped with
streamers of flniuo along thu trench.
,
"Mr. Sandry," said Harris, the
"if you're an Easterner I hope to
God the breed fills up the country!"
He extended a band which Sandry
grasped.
"An' me," said Murphy, his grimy
features distorted In an expression of
mingled gratitudo and contrition, "1
take It all back every damn word I
ever said against you, an' It's a long
pitch-laden-

saw-tiler-

list"

"Forget It," said Sandry. He was no
longer Johnny Eastern. He had won
hie light to live and fight among them.

mm

voice

I

sib-nt-

t

win

olllce.

rook-shac-

proM-lene-

I

!"

banka. Then ahe turned troubled eye
to tbe general.
"Mother," she said, "I know It now.
There's danger to Sandry, and I'm going."
"Child, you're wrong this time. San
ilrv'a a man. Well as 'OU know tb'
hills I can't lot you go. I forbid It"
Tbey faced each other a moment
CHAPTER XXVII.
while Siletz tossed back ber braids
and tightened ber belt.
The Shot In the Hills.
"I'm going." she said quietly, mi
At camp they met a party, headed Dniiv. who had raised her. said no
by the foreman. Just starting out In more; but as she turned to tbe stove
search of them. Their absence hud aimlessly as was ber wont In every
been discovered only when Dully, com- time of trial, there was a deeper line
ing in from the north, where his work about ber tremulous old mouth.
had been luid out, hud asked for San
Swift as (he wind Ihe girl ran aown
dry.
the valley toward the deserted camp.
women
At sight of him the three
and against
gave Miss Ordway watched ber
standing together at the foot-loevidence, each In her way. of those
emotions which the suspicion of bis
fate hud stirred.
On Ma's fuce was an unbounded
pride tbut he hud come through, a
man of purts, abundantly ablo lo caro
for himself among a hardier crew. On
Miss ordway's there lay a vast relief,
while Slletz played with tho collar of
her blue shirt with trembling lingers
and moistened her dry Hps.
Sandry turned and looked up at the
darkened oust with a profound Joy. He
swept his eyes north to where the red
heaven tlured and staggered to bis
"la K over, ColIInsT" he asked,
steadying ui voice.
"Over? Look yol der. reel tn' wma.
it
rhnncln' asain. Tb' fire's back- crawled toward the Slletx basin three
miles. I'll bet. while we've ben savin
this end. We've only begun to light."

Felt a Prescience of Disaster
Which Coosnah Shared.

She

her will, drawn hy some subtle excitement, some urging power, she, too,
gathered her skirts and began to run
across the pulling ashes. At the lean-tshe came upon Ihe other Just leading out Hliu k Holt, a shining beauty,
eager for the turf.
"1 m
going too," panted Poppy,
reaching for a bridle that hung behind
thu buy.
(

TO UK CONTINl'KH.)
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Chemists Are Now Extracting Wax
From the Refuse From Process
of Sugar Refining.
More and more of the residues of Industrial processes that used to he
thrown away tiro being found to contain some useful suhstnncc. In some
cases the value of what was originally
considered a
bus como to
exceed that of tho primary product Itself. The residues of sugar refining
have been discovered to contain a valuable vuixy substance In sufficient quan
tities to warrant its extraction on a
commercial scale.
When a section of sugur cuue is examined under the microscope it Is seen
Hint from Hie epidermis exude littlo
or curved
strulglit
protuberances,
and disposed pcrpundlculurly tn the
surface. These are made of wax, which,
with other waxy substances contained
in oilier parts of the plant, pusses into
tho juice in the process of its extrtc-tlou- .

The lime used in almost all refineries
curries tnem away in the refuse of Ihe
precipitation process, from which the
idea of rescuing them was not long
ugo broached.
Kor this purpose the slimy residue
Is placed in a receptacle, where It undergoes a fermentation which destroys
the fulty mutters without attacking
tho wax. The auhstanco is then dried
In tho sun and ufterwurd lu u current
of warm uir or In a furnucu. Tho dry
product Is crushed and treated with
benzine or carbon disulpliid. The wax
thus obtained Is then rullned hy being
extracted uuew with petroleum essence, and then hy till ration through
clay or annual bluck. Thu residue of
this extraction may ho utilized as a
lubricant or treated to obtain tho sugar
which it still contuins.
Cuue wax thus obtainod is whlto or
pulo yellow. It much resembles in appearance Cnrnaiihu wax, us also in Its
hardness and high melting point. The
dried slimy reslduo contains ten to
twelve per cent of It a sufficiently
lurge proportion to justify tbe industrial treatment of these residues.

RANCHING
Cattle and Horse Ranching
Steers
Western Canada
Pound
Brought 10 Cents a
'
on the Seattle Market.

In

Tbut big money Is made by Ihe large
cattle rancher In Western Cuuuda, and
also by the sniull funner us well, la

shown by Ihe umllsputuble fuels presented from time to lime. A rancher,
near Glclchen, Alberta, who commenced In n sniull wuy nine years
ago. recently disposed of 1.243 cuttle
at a total of $ 101,110 1. 50, nnd this wa
only his surplus stock for tbe present
season.
A December shipment of 217 head of
ranch steers brought Ihe owner nn average of over JW) per head. Tbey were
tukou straight from the rungo without
any grain feeding anil were lu excellent
condition to be sold for tbe Christum trade.
Another shipment of 100
heud, averaging $70 euch, wus mude
to Scuttle. Tho highest price puld on
the Scuttle market was for an Alber-lu- n
steer, which weighed 1,700 lbs.,
iiiiiI brought the fancy price of 10c
per lb., or (170.
Six carloads of live stock from
ranches i5 miles from l'lnclier,
shipped to Spokane, excited
keen competition there oil account of
their exceptional qiliillly. The price
realized was $10,028. American deul-er- s
say they must look to Cuuuda for
beef supplies.
A livestock firm, which has shipped
over 2,000 heud of beef cattle to the
American farmer since tho middle of
November, reports n splendid reception of Allicrtu stock lu the United
Stutes.
A carload of choice Alberta steers
were sold early In January for shipment to the r.rltlsli Columbia coast
ut .n.7o per Kni lbs. and, later on, a lot
from Ciirstulrs brought $J.UO the
highest price paid since the spring of
..
l'.M.-shipment
from Calgary
yards during li'lS were: Horses,
144,513;
S.c.7." ; cuttle, :io,"77; hogs,
cheep, 12,110. A course lu agriculture
which
nnd livestock demonstration
has been conducted by the Provincial
lept. of Agriculture here wus well attended, showing the Interest taken by
city residents In agricultural progress.
John Young, of Sidney, Man., gives
his experiences In sheep raising us follows, us quoted In a local paper:
"I bought a bunch of lifty ewes,
With this
which cost me $2ll2..'iO.
little (lock I demonstrated just what
can be done In the sheep business,
'l ids full I sold II fly fill lambs lit $0.50
per heud, $:i'J.", nnd 1S of the best ewe
In nibs, which I kepi, I value ut $S.OO
per heud, $1 I I. The wool Hold lit till
of $2.07 per bend, $103.50. This
tmikcs the very nice total of $572.50."
"They ran out nearly every day all
winter. The value uf buy nnd onts
was small, and one can make them
verv comfortable through the winter
with very Utile expense, Kor shelter
I have n shed, about 125 feet long nnd
14 feet wide, which I cover with straw.
This gives t beiii protection from tho
cobl winds; yet it Is always cool
enough to be healthy."
"I intend going In more for sheep
llils full, as I believe them to bo the
most profitable stock on the farm."
lies re of fanners and ranchers to
liiiTeiiil(lielr sheep holdings Is Indithe sale of 2,500 bend recated
High wool
cently nt $.UM each.
prices mill profitable demand for mutton are the reason given for such a
figure.
Manitoba sheep breeders arranged
Inst year for the I'rovlnclal Department of Agriculture to bundle their
wool output on a
basis
and obtained most satisfactory results.
About 75,000 lbs. of wool wero bundled, netting the shippers over 25c
per lb. Advertisement.
llve-Mo- ik

e

i

Sensational Reporter.
In one of the gambling
dens of the far West, such as nre only
to be found In films und fiction. As
the croup of cow punchers lost or won
huge fori lines on Hie turn of a puck of
greasy cards, n new
or burst excitedly into the place.
"Heard about Dickson getting shot?"
he gasped to his astonished audience.
The cow punchers gathered round
blm to hear Hie news.
"No!" Ihe.v cried.
When?"
" 'Itoul half nn hour ago," enme the
reply. "I wus there nnd saw It nil."
"Where did he get sliot?" was the
next .inositol! flung nt hliu, wbil,- - bunds
English Lawns as War Maps.
lightened
ominously
mi
revolver
It Is often dllllcult to comprehend
butts.
from a small map tho slgnillcaiicn of
"I ow n nt the store," chuckled the
different movements mid the strategic jester, calmly. "He bought n couple
vulue of certain positions In the pres- of pounds of it."
ent Kuropcun war, because of tho vast
territory Involved. Seeking to get
Pessimistic Logic for the Season.
around this dlfliculty. several Kngllsh
In almost every fiiinlly there Is one
conexperimentally
been
lawns have
m
ber who simply has to work bnrd
verted into largo scale, open nlr maps. and save Ids money, In order to have
actually
ono
can
plats
huge
On these
It on hand lo lend to Ihe others when
stroll up and down tho "firing line," they need It, mid who thus gets the
Is
to
position
ono's
observe how closo
reputation among them of being stinHint of the enemy, and. In general, gy. Ohio
Stale Journal.
progress
of
gain a comprehensive Idea
in warring operations. Small national
"Mother" of Vinegar.
flags mark the positions each country's
".Mother" of vinegar Is so culled bearmies occupy and the towns are Indi- cause It Is the mass of germs
which
cated by Bmull posts, also appropriateproduce the vinegar from tho nlcohol
ly flagged. Colored tape, staked down
of
hard
"molher" can
at Intervals, shows the location ot riv- be thedissolvedelder.In The
strong oxidizing
ers, and small stones set In the sod
spell out names of the various dis- ngenls, but will bu killed by such
tricts. Popular Mechanics Magazine. treatment.
His Part
"Your horse seems very
familiar to me, Hlgglns." Private
"1 don't wonder, air, seeing the time
he brought you from tbe club. Why,
you've kissed 'tm before you went up
Officer

the alalia"

It occurred

Wise "Don't"
Don't knock a ninn who Is "making good." About PliO times out of a
1,000 the success of a m au Is also
success for the en'.lre community.
Atehlsou (Jlobe.

CLOVIS LODGE DIRECTORY AND RELIABLE BUSINESS CONCERNS

LODGE DIRECTORY

FARM LOANS!
Lowcit Rata on InUrMt

nd NO Viewing CommiMlona

and Live Stock in

Hail-Fir- e

Expert Conveyancers in

Abstracts of Title;

Office.

The Scheurich Agency
K4

thiMuxl

Itio Waul

l!Kig,

rnd

A.

L.

Undertaker & Embalmer

J.

I

.

UN."l2BkP"
.

E'

"

asV5T 2"

W. H. Duckworth. E. R.
Fritz B. Herod, Secretary.

Day and Night Phone

-

RELIABILITY

PHONE 254

HIGH GRADE

HOUSE PAINTING
INTERIOR FINISHING AND DECORATING
TINTING, WALL PAPERING, ETC
WORK PROMPTLY EXECUTED.

YOUR PATRONAGE

SOLICITED.

NEW MEXICO

CLOVIS,

KODAKS.

Cordelia

Boppenmeyer,
Myrtle Marsh. Sec.

W. M.

A

H'

"trj:

day nights, Masonic Hall,

-

RrnniTI

Clm Pil

;

Clovis Phone 392.

warehouses
MELROSE,

CLOVIS.

FARWELL.

PORTALE3.

Mrs.

ALL THE NEWS THAT'S
DP1MT
piT TQ IAVU

'-

Yeom.n

1

Clovis Homestead No. 2620 B.A.

Whitetower Lodge W. O. W. y. Meeti every Mondty eveninf

No. 36.
at Yeomen Hall. R. B. Stanton,
Meet, every 2nd a 4th Tucesday Hon. For.; L. A. Wright, Corr.
night in Woodmen Hall.
l
T M
0. 0. Skepwith. C. C.
Clovis Review No. 10. Meets lst
e. h.
,nd 3rd Fridsy afternoon8
Clovi. Council Praetorian. Elks Hall. -- Mrs. W.T. Powers,
Comm.; Mrs. C. Boppenmeyer.
No. 770.
Meets every second Thursday
night in the Elks Hall, once Ja
month only.
E. H. Calhoun, Clovis District
Mgr. A. S. Fuqua. S. A. B. M.
Brizendine. Re?

IUm

Rebecca.

Robuerk.

AND ARTISTIC

IWIpV
UUUGJ
--

r

BERT CURLESS

Antler. Bldg.

Phone 32.

J. Whiting, Secretary.

Masonic Hall.
Morton, N. G.
Lem A. Wright, Secretary.

C'OTU

Manager Clovis Cemetery
14. Both

We are Agents for Eight of the
BEST OLD LINE COMPANIES

Clovia

G. V. STEED
Phone

INSURANCE

Eastern Star
Lodge I. O. O. F. Keystone Chapter. No. 27. Reg.
No. 31.
ular meetings 2nd and 4th Fri- Meets every Thursday night at day evenings at Masonic Hall.

Nw Mexico.

Avenu, Clovli,

The Curren Agency

ClovU Lodge A. F. and A. Knights & Ladies of Security
Clovis Council No. 2554.
M. No. 40.
Meets
nd
lst
Thursday
3rd
evenings
Meets every 1st and 3rd Tuesat Yeomn Hall. -- Chas. E. Dar- Hay night at Masonic Hall
Pres.; Mrs. M. E. Burns.
R. L. Pryor, W. M.

Cbrcd.

Transit-Insuranc- e

$

Encampment

rpi
I

I "1
ilfWlQ
V

rf

Tt T

iXI
X0
IlCWO
Marie
Furniture and
Undertaking Co.

KLVJ lO

1 1 -- W

MOHNcnN nnrfc
BKuaj

LmbalmerS and Funeral Directors

Covenant Encampment No. 13
Meets every
4th Wednesday
evenings at Masonic Hall. Thos. LADY ASSISTANT
Ray. C. P.: L. J. Morton. Scribe. Day Phono 211.

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235.

IN DRUGS"
"EVERYTHING
"satisfaction guaranteed or your
refunded"

money
TALKING MACHINES. INDIAN GOODS. CURIOS, SOUVENIRS. BOOKS, STATIONERY,

CUT GLASS.

IVORY, ETC.

The Southwestern Drug Company
Free Delivery

pxaiL Store

TAg
W.

Telephone 58.

II. DUCKWORTH, Onw.
when the order amounts to one dollar or more, and cash is sent with the order.

We deliver by Parcel Post, anything ordered from us in our line,

Officer Sadler filed five com-

plaints this week against citizens running automobiles without lights, for speeding and
turning machines in the middle
f the i treats. He says he intends to in force the city's traffic
laws to the letter.

L0ST.-- 1 Buckskin mule 13
hands high, branded C. 0. 0..
brand runs up and down; 1
brown mare mule with leather
halter on. 14 hands high. Liberal reward for return. Mules lost
Aurust 10th. W. L. Burnette,
Sep.
Clovis. N. M.
1--

14--

2

p

Sovereign Grand Lodge, I. O. O. F.
Prmitannncra. Tenn.. Saot..

18-2- 3.

1916.

For the above occasion the Santa Fe have made the
very low rate of $47.75 for the round trip from Clovis
Sale dates -- September. 14th. to 17th. inclusive-Retu- rn
27th., 1916.
limit-Septem-

ber,

L. R. Conarty, Agt.

FIX UP YOUR FENCES!
Tart of the
ft

Clean Up and Paint Up Plaa Is to
Put Your Premises ia Good Repair.

tk

dlffUU.
III III

F1

1

Our Firtt CUm Rough Lumber aa
Dttne4 Stock Will Bo Found Very
Sorbfictory for All Kino! el
Co oj miction Work.

FflHUkCTft A

Loans on Curry County
Curry County Hog.
Farm. Look Good to
Topping Ft Worth and
Thi. Missouri Capitalist
Wichita Market.
Joseph Strouvelle, of Renick,
Mo., was in Clovis this week on
business matters.
Mr. Strouvelle is a farmer and capitalist
and has many loans on Curry
County lands made through the
Scheurich Agency.
He also
owns some business property in
Clovis which he considers an ex-

cellent investment.
Mr. Strouvelle has been coming to Clovis for several years
and think this is the best part of
New Mexico. When asked what
he thoight of this part of the
country in regard to making
loans he said: "It's a strange
thing to me that more investments are not made here by
the people in the North and
East. The interest rates are
better and I consider the security just as good. I presume the
real reason is that people there
are not acquainted with this
country. Some are afraid of it.
If they would come out and investigate for themselves they
would not be so timid about making loans here.
Mr. Strouvelle stated that our
crops were in much better shape
than in Kansas and Missouri.
He said when coming through
Kansas- on the Santa Fe he
noticed the farmers were cutting
their corn into fodder. He stated
that it had been very dry in
Missouri during the past six
week, and that the state would
net have over a third of a crop
of corn thi. year.

LONE STAR LBR.

CO.

undersigned administrator has
made and filed his final settlement in the estate of W. M,
Gilliam, deceased, and that the
court has set the final hearing of
same at the hour of 10 o'clock
a. m. September 4th 1916, at
the court house in Clovis, New
Mexico, and all parties are hereby notified to appear and make
or file objections thereto at said
time and place or the court will
approve said settlement and discharge the said administrator
and his bondsmen.
C.

Aug. 17 31

Gilliam,

Administrator.

For quick sales list your wants
with us.
Farms, Ranches, City property
live stock and automobile exBeck & Bell.
change.

-

Barber Shop

Kee-locke-

23

Notice of Final Settlement
Notice is hereby given that the

BEST TONSORIAL WORK
AT thbNo more annoyance with loose
lenses. Have your glasses
Clovis
and cease to worry.
Crane & Williams, Prop..
Done while you wait.
Denhof Jewelry Co.
Oldest established she? ia the
Registered Optometers t ity
Baths always ready

Keelock

Phone

Curry County hogs continue to
top the Ft. Worth and Wichita
Bryan and Lindley
markets.
shipped a car Monday topping
the Ft. Worth market at $10.25
Doughton and
per hundred.
Nichols topped the Wichita market Monday with a car of Curry
In the car
County porkers.
shipped by Doughton and Nichols
were eleven hogs fattened by
Dennis brothers. The lot weighed 2GG5 pounds, an average
of 242 pounds. The average
weight of the hogs 51 days ago
was 125 pounds. This is a gain
of 117 pounds each.

ft

Service, at Bethel

Keelock

A correspondant at Bethel,
District No. 33 writes: "There
will be services at Bethel at 8
On
o'clock Saturday night.
Sunday at eleven according te
17 new converts there will be
sprinkling at the church and
Lei U. Do Your Job Work baptising
at John Beats place 8
Don't forget that the News is miles Northwest of Clovis,"
equipped for all kind of job
printing. None too large or too
For sale or trade Six acre
small for us to handle. Phone tract close in.
number 97.
We have some bargains in
land and ranches.
farm
I test your eyes and see that
Beck & Bell
yoar glasses fit you.
Office over Citizens Bank.
Dr. Gibson.
No more annoyance with loose
lenes. Have your glasses
d
and cease to worry
Done while you wait.
Denhof Jewelry Co.
Registered Optometerists.
Kee-locke-

The City Meat Market
(formerly walker's market)
N. HOUK, Proprietor
We have everything you may want in the
line of MEATS, and all the best FRUITS

and VEGETABLES the market affords.
All our old friends and patrons are cordially invited
:
:
:
to call and see us. We want to serve you.

loot
PLAINVIEW NURSERY COMPANY
PLAINVIEW, TEXAS.
Growers of Choice fruit and Shade Trees,
Flowering Shrubs, Roots etc.
Our fruits won prizes on all enterie. asade at the
International Dry Farming and Soil Produce Exposition
at Denver, Sept. 26 to Oct. 10, 1915.
Also on all entries made at the Cotton Palace Exposition at Waco. Nov. 1915. The first prize on best collection of fruit from any one grower was won by the
Piainview Nursery.

Ever-green- s,

L. S. BECKLEY, Agent for CURRY COUNTY
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

1$
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THE CLOVIS NEWS

SEARCHING

REFUGEES

FROM JUAREZ

TO

BLAME kidney
Kilmer's
remedy.

HUNGER; HOT FOE
Prussian Guard Maintains It:
Reputation for Bravery.

J

British Capture of Town Result ol
Bitterest Fight in Battle of
Somme Dogged and Desperate Defense.

- -

(

By

,'

iJi,

,),,,J,

t Cj.

.

-
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A scone mi I lie Lulled Stall's side of tin: lulcriiiilioinil bridge lit III I'uso
showing I'lilted Stales soldiers search lug Mexican rcf ugcos who lied Mexico
fur protection under the Slain rut Stripes, (lnu nf the soldiers Is seen with
a revolver lie Iiiih taken from one of t lie refugees.
11

Tin1
iliKlerliiken from Mie be'inulng.
men hud to be lodged, clothed, iirilled
mid equipped far from their own In-

BELGIUM NOW HAS
SPLENDID ARMY
Remarkable Piece of Work
Reorganization Accomplished
Since October, 1914.
TRIBUTE TO

ZEAL

OF

in

KING

Belgian Army More Numerous and
Better Equipped Than It Wn at
e
Outbreak of the War
Surmounted.

vaded country.
The Trench government rose to the
occasion. An extensive camp and a
number of large buildings In various
parts of Normandy barracks, convents and unemployed factories were
put nt the disposal of the Itelgians.
Clothing was hard to find, and here
again, for part of It. recourse was hud
to the French, although they themselves hud barely enough for their own
needs. A clothing depot was formed
at ltouen. which obtained cloth from
Klbeuf. Factories which hud been
closed for want of labor were reopened
for the manufacture of equipment.
Hospital Centers Created.
Similarly at Rouen, and this time
with the assistance of the British Red
Cross, a hospital center was created.
Including a large portable hospital,
situated above the town In a particularly healthy position, a section for
mechanical treatment and a section for
the inaniifacture of artificial limbs. Another hospital center, equally well
equipped, was founded In the district
of ltennes. Attached to these
nre convalescent homes.
From the purely military point of
view, the arrangements made by the
general inspection of the Belgian army
are wonderfully complete. There nre
centers for Infantry training, an artillery school and depot, a machine-guschool, n bombing school nnd a school
at which men coining from the convalescent homes ore taught by "old soldiers" the latest "tricks of the trade"
before returning to the trenches.
Recruiting offices have been started
In all French towns where assemblages
of Belgian refugees nre to be found, as
also nillltnry establishments
at all
places through which the troops puss.
Most Important of nil, a school,
known as the "Centre d' Instruction des
Instruc-teurs,- "
auxillalres
has been opened, at which a
great number of picked noncommissioned ollleers and soldiers are taught
the command of platoons, thus Insuring n steady supply of
officers.

Paris. It Is hiiril Indeed to recognnil t ruined
nize in tli
Belgian nriny of today the disheveled,
tronpH who, lit the end of a
ulnful retreat and luckliiK almost
every military necessity hilt courage,
turned desperately to buy mid helped
to iiinke history lit the buttle of the
Yser.
accomplished
The reorganization
since October, 11)14, In a reiniirknlile
testimony to the etieriry InHplred hy
the example of King Alliert nnd the
teal with which, often In very dlfllcult
circumstances, Ills ollleers huve fulfilled their task.
The result of their efforts In fhnt
M. de Itroiiievllle wan alile to declare
recently that the Belgian nriny I more
numerous and better equipped today
than It was at the outbreak of war.
Start at the Beginning.
When, In October, 1UU, Antwerp
waa evacuated, the Belgian recruits
who had joined and, being still without
arms or equipment, had been employed
in digging trenches round the city,
were seut buck to the neighborhood of
Furnea.
Driven thence by the approach of
the tiermani, they retired, under the
command of Lieutenant General de
Keillors de Moranville, to Dunkirk.
Hence, In the face of Innumerable dif- WILLS HIS ESTATE TO CITY
ficulties, of which not the least was the
lack of shipping, they were conveyed
$12,000 to
to Noniiniiily where the whole work of Pioneer Resident Leaves
Sacramento to Reduce the
preparing them for the front hud to be
Tax Rate.
war-weor-

hospital-organizatio-

well-trulue-

Sacramento, Oil. According to the
terms of the will of the lute Philip
Miller, who died recently, the city of
SiiiTiiiuetito will secure more than
JK'.IXHI
to decrease the tuxes. The
estate Is valued at f'JJ.iMM). The will
says :
"The reiilue of the estate shall be
paid into Hie general fund of (he city
of Siici'iimeiito, and shall not be made
use of for any specific purpose, but
shall be simply so used that it will
to some extent decrease the taxes
which the people would otherwise be
compelled to pay."
There are several other beneficiaries
under the will. Miller, who was unmarried, was u pioneer resident of the
city.
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Man Posed as a Woman.
Wheeling. W.
Sarah"
Hamilton, eight six years old, colored,
died in the Ohio county home recently It was found that "she" was a man.
"She" hud recti Ill the home several
years and ! suspicion was ever
as to her sex. Before entering tin
iinty home the psoudo woman hud worked us a domestic for a
prominent fiunlly for IP I years.
Vii.-W- hcn

GIBBS.

1 HMm

this paper.

Mysterious

"Cit"

Helped

in

Recruiting

Hidden under nn Immaculate I'alin Reach snlt. and usnolly
a tree In front of the Pennsylvania avenue recruiting station, Is w hat the recruiting ollleers of the District National CiUiird regard us the
aiost dangerous germ of prepiiredness
to be found within u day's Journey In
the District. Congressman (iiirdner of
Massachusetts and Col. Robert N.
I'hoiiipsou of the Navy league lire
rank amateurs compared to him according to accounts.
Everybody and everything thut
wishes up against him becomes Inocu-ntcwith the fever to enlist or to
nuke others enlist. For several days
the figure In the Puliii Bench suit wax
loted by tho ollicers of the recruiting
station. He appeared to be taking things easy In a very calm mid deliberate
way. Ho looked like a prosperous business man.
Every afternoon hu would appear and remain standing against the tree or
tulkins quietly to groups of men in front of the station. Alii r a talk with
Iilni a limn usually walked into the station and enlisted !
One uftcriioon nn
ofllier passed the Million, saw the 'g"rin"
mid shook It warmly by the hand. Then the volunteer cntue Into the sintloti.
"What rank does Marshall hold?" he nsked, pointing to the "germ." And
then It came out. The man Is Crelgliton K. Marshall, ollicinlly known in the
records of his country as a sergeant In Troop K, First Fulled Slates volunteer
cavalry, from May, 1S!S, to October, iS'M. I'nolllclnlly he's "Crate" Mnrrhall,
Rider, comriulo nnd friend of Oipt. Allyn K. Caprou, dipt. Bucky
O'Neill, nnd Sergt. Hamilton Fish, among the first three men killed In the
war.
Privately, Marshall Is custodian of the presses ut I'.io bureau of engraving
and printing, lie Is a preparedness expert, who believes Iu every man doing bis
lilt nnd doing It up to the handle. Marshall wears glasses because of the bit
ho did In Cuba. He wasn't expected to survive the Cuban episode but hu
pulled through.

With the BiHIkIi Army In the Field.
-- Ill
lie recent lighting
the
all
struggle for OvillorH btnmls out separately as a siege 111 which both titlark and defense were of (hu most
doggi'd and desperate kind.
The surrender of the remnants of
its giu'ii.ioii ends un episode which will
These
not be forgot teu 111 history.
men were of the Third
Prussian
iluards, and the tribute paid to their
bravery by our coiiiiuuuiler iu chief Is
hy the ollleers lllld men w hu
fought against hem. It Is a tribute
in our own troops also, who, by tin
less courage, broke down the stubborn
resistance ami captured the garrlsou.
Town Now Rubbish Heap.
Many different battalions hml a
slcire in the lighting. All hud suffered and then gave way to new men
who knew not the nature of this business, but set grimly to work to curry
on the slow process of digging out
the enemy from his last strongholds.
It was almost literally the work of digging out. The town of Ovlllers does
not exist. It was annihilated by bombard
uts and made a rubbish heap
of bricks and dust.
Hut after that, when our men were
separated from the enemy by only a
yard or two or by only a barricade or
two,
the artillery on both side
censed the fire upon Ovlllers, lest the
gunners should kill their own men.
round
They barniged Intensely
about.
Our sheila fell Incessantly
to the north nnd east, so that the beleaguered garrison should not get sup; we made a
plies or
wall or death about them. But though
now no shells hurst over the ground
where many dead lay strewn, there
was artillery of a lighter kind, not
less deadly. It was the artillery of
machine guns and bombs. The Prussian guards made full use of the valued cellars and ruined houses. They
made a series of small keeps, which
were defended almost entirely by machine gun tire.
Between the attacks of our bombing parties they went below ground
Into dark vaults, where It wus sufe
enough from trench mortar nnd hand
grenades, leaving a sentry or two on
the lookout for any infantry assault.
As soon us we advanced the machine
guns set to work nnd played their
hose of bullets across the ground
which our men nnd to cover.
Guard Finally Gives Up.
One by one. by getting around about
them, by working zigzag ways through
cellars anil ruins, by sudden rushes of
bombing parties led hy young officers
of daring spirit, we knocked out these
machine gun emplacements and the
gunnel's who served them, until yesterday there was only a last remnant
of the garrison left Iu Ovlllers.
These men of the Third Prussian
fiuiird long had been In a hopeless
position. They were starving because
g
all supplies were cut off by our
barrage; they had no water
supply, so suffered nil the tortures of
great thirst. They were living In a
cluirnnl bouse strewn with the dead
bodies of their comrades and with
wounded men delirious from luck of
drink.
Human nature could make no longer resistance, and nt last the ollleers
raised the signal of surrender and
came over with nearly Ml) men, who
held their hands up.
At
The lighting hml been s'nvage.
clne grips, In broken earthwork and
deep cellars, there had been no sentis
ment and British soldiers and
had Hung themselves upon each
other with bombs and any kind of
weapons, but now, when nil was ended, the Inst of the ticrinan garrison
was received with the honors of war
and none of our soldiers deny them
the respect due to great courage.
I
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Will Open Coffin Daily.
I.os Angeles. I.very day for two
months ihc caretaker of Forest I.awn
eemeier..- will open Hie collin containing the body of William C. Klpp. retired I.os Angeles capitalist.
This
t'hl- - ceremony will take place In accordMrs. Mug Took, sHPet vni
mw "Hello liirl" tin utiemls the ance with tin- - will of Mr. Klpp. who
of a aieiiin-aiil- was haunted by the feur of premature
rwiteblionrd In the ollU-eburlul.
vuiiipuny iu Sua Kninris. o.
s

p

Litigation.
Compromise Ends
Ashfvillc. N. O After litigation
a period of '2D years and In volts
In several
lug court
proceedings
states, the Cllbert Hopkins case, to
determine title to timber lands in
North Carolina and Tennessee valued
at $1 ,r00.000, has Just lieen settled by
a compromise decree entered U federal court ut Abbeville, N. CL
r

cot-erln-
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Hen Hatches Woodpecker.
Fedcrulshurg. Ind. It Is unusual for
a hen to hatch out a woodpecker, hut
an Instance Is reported by Ira Cordrey,
a farmer living near here. The hen
bad been missing for some time. When
round she was mothering eleven baby
chicks and one tiny woodpecker, which
His Sleep Was Fatal.
Camden, . J. Harry Walls, thlrly-flve- . appeared perfectly happy to let the
a farmer af Beverly, was killed hen scratch worms for It. and the hen
by a fall from his mirk while driving Is paying Just us much attention to
produce to the I'liiludclphiii market. tin- little woodpecker us It Is to her
It is supposed he fell asleep and was brood of chicks. The woodpecker's apJolted off. The horses, having made pearance Is explained on the supposithe trip ninny linn's, en no.' without a tion that a woodpecker laid the egg in
driver llnoii-- h this city and slopped the hen's nest while the bin was off
looking for food.
In line at the ferry to Philadelphia.
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Bwimik

At druf-alu- ls
Root the great
nnd dollar lilies. You
In fifty-cemay reetivn a sample size bottle by Par
eel Post, ii Ino pamphlet teliiiiK about It.
I r. Kilmer A Co., Klnghamton,
Atlilrc-- s
N. Y., and eaciusu ten cents, also nitration

WASHINGTON".
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OViLLERS

aa well as
Women
nu n are ninile miserable by kidney and
bladder trouble. Thou-Banrecommend fir,
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Just a Hint.
Mayor Smith of I'tlcii was urging
a municipal reform.
"It will best be put through by gentle met hmls, by hints and suggestions,"
he said. "Hints and suggestions ure
often more ellicuciuiis than heroic
measures.
"A inn In a bnrber's chair hud a big
claw on his waliiiiiuilll."
"i'.cnr claw?' said the i.arher.
"'Yep.'

"i

suppose you killed It yourself,

sirV

"'Vep.'
" 'Was it a big bear?'
"'About as big as u

twoyeurold

steer

" '.My goodness, sir. how many bullets did it take to kill hi in V
" 'None.'
Crows
Arlington Woods Very Popular With
"'.My
did you kilt him wltb
a knife?'
R. KAI.MHACK of the biological survey has studied the crow for several
" 'No.'
M years, has thoroughly familiarized himself with Its habits and Is Interested
" Then- then, er '
In every newly discovered crow roost. He livers that the assemldliig or mou"'I talked him to dealh,' said the
rn, nils of crows for the purpose of
roosting, usually close to some largo mini hi the chair slgiiillcaiitly."
city, presents ono of the most curious
Trn omiles for a nickel. Always bar Red
and remarkable phenomena occurring
CniK
ling Ilhii-- : have beautiful, clear
In the bird kingdom.
Adr.
Mr. Knlinback has ascertained that white clotuei
fitiNr THOUSAND
I
crow roosts
are
there
seeral
,.TMiN.f - NINti
in the vicinity of Washington. A roost BEAT AT THEIR OWN GAME
at Arlington hold, during the most
crowded period of Its existence, fully Tenderfoot Turned Neat Trick on Card
yK,(K) crows. In fact, A. H. Howell of
"Sharks" Who Had Considered
the biological survey alleges that dur
Him Easy Picking.
V.HO-1Arlington
w
the
ing (lie inter of
UK)
crows Hew to roost
roost was occupied by 27(,SH) birds and that at least
Senator i'ull of Three Itlvers wna
each second during "the height of the iulliix."
talking nt the Itepublb an convention
This would mean that 0,1(00 crows entered tho roost in a minute's time, and u In Chicago about political tricks.
their
period of 4."i minutes was generally consumed before till had returned fr
"The trouble with all tricks," he
day's forage. This estimate proves that approximately ",70,tMK actually niiido said, "Is that they are apt to be called.
season.
headquarters
for the
the Arlington roost a
political tenderfoot
The tetub-res- t
Tho Woodrldgo roost, near Lnngdon, V. C, was used by crows for some- apt to cull the slickest trickster.
successor
time, but the birds found another roost more to their liking. The
"It's like the tenderfoot In the Tin
was the one on which Mr. Kitliuhiick made observations. He noted four lines Cun poker game. He was very, very
1.1KH)
of these birds coming to this roost and estimated that probably 1.NIKI or
lender, nnd they dealt hlin four aces;
Hew in each line, which would total something In the neighborhood of 7,oU0 then, when he turned l.ls back to orcrows when strays and belated members were taken into consideration.
der a sandwich, the denier slipped a
A few months tutor the crows deserted this roost utid returned to the Wood-ridgsixth card nn to his pile, thus nullifypopulasettlers,
whole
the
original
crows
the
roost, where other
Joined
ing Ids good bund.
IKUHIO.
tion amounting to
"The tenderfoot said nothing,
Ornithologists
Counting these birds would be very confusing to n novice.
He munched his sandwich
are fauilllur with two met hods by means of which they are able to count large and bet, ami bet, nnd bet. An enornumbers. By one method the birds are counted in the evening as they lly mous sum soon lay on the table. The
toward tho roost In distinct lines, and, as a rule, there are anywhere from three dealer and his pals were more than
to six ulr paths chosen. The other method Is to wait until all the birds have pleased, hut they could not understand
congregated for the night and then to choose a limited nreu of the roost, count the bartender,
who kept making the
the birds gut lie red there and estimate from this the approximate total.
queerest faces nt them from the bar.
"The tenderfoot Mulshed Ills sandSilent Foe wich nt lust, called the betting, and
How Army Medical School Fights
laid down his curds. There were only
live of them; the sixth had disapand unheralded, yet one of the biggest tusks of the peared.
U.NPRKTKNTIOUS
has been going on nt the Army Medical school, at 7J1
gathered up his winnings, nodThirteenth street northwest, where the vaccine for the prevention of various ded"He
t
a cool
and walked out.
A
force
prepared.
being
diseases Is
The dealer, cursing and swvnring,
of 20 men, members of tho t'nlted
roared :
States army t Ileal corps, headed by
"'What did be do with thut sixth
Cupt. M. A. Iteasoner, has been work-- '
cnrdV
Ing day und night on one floor of the
"'What did he do with It?' howled
the enormous
building,
preparing
'IHdn't you see inn
Ibe bartender.
a mount of vaccine which the 10O,(HMl
signaling? He ate It witli his sandtroops of the inilltlii require since bewich !' "
ing mobilized.
Is
work
An Idea of the tremendous
gained by the fact that In ordinary
times this same force makes the vac
cine for the army and navy And the
forest service, und furnishes: It to numerous other organizations besides. Since
tho mobilization this force, In uddltlon to the supplies for the services mentioned, bus been furnishing the viicclnes for the mllltlft troops also.
Fueh of the soldiers ill tills army must receive three inoculations of antityphoid vaccine, and In other cases, Inoculations for other discuses are niiido.
All the tremendous quuntlty of this vaccine has been furnished by this little
These beverages contain
scarcely n sergeant's section in the terms of army ornwniziif
army of 20
drug elements that hinder
tlon. While the big men get the troops ready for service and have their iiauic
carried In the papers dully with sullnble praise for their efforts, this little
development of both body
force, working with silent efficiency, Is safeguarding the lives of the Holtlicri
and mind, especially in
whom tho big men are organizing.
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For Children?
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Washington's Great Walnut Tree Is Victim of War
had a wonderful walnut tree. It stood near the American
WASHINGTON
bus been noted ever since this country was known to tilt
that William tho Conqueror Invaded F.ngliind, midway
time
the
About
whiles.
of the eleventh century, n splendid
walnut sapling began to run its head
toward heaven, near wi at was Intel
to become the city of Washington. Ic
the times that followed William, whllf
a disorderly group of islands were be
Ing welded Into a Croat Britain, t tile
same tree developed with almost In
Unite slowness Into n forest giant. A
few weeks ago the Tllliliiw walnut,
after IXHI years of life, was felled tc
Is ol
i
heln satisfy the
that ("rent lUlliiin It so fur antedated
iOiiglund must have walnut wood of the finest to manufacture, tillu stocks.
lily
Having ransacked her own possessions, she has turned to America for II
timber suited to such n inaniifacture. So the huge tree, n floral Molhiisiileh,
that stood on tho tract bounded hy the Tunliiy rldgo and Loughborough roads,
lowered to earth, lopped of Its
has been Sold to n British agent for ST-'brandies, and freighted to Biilllinore for transportation aboard.
'Ino Tunliiw w alnut was finned us tho largest hardwood treo In this section
of the country. It was 12.1 feet high, 21 feet In circumference, nnd had a bough
Spread of l.V) feet.
The word "Tiiiilaw" is walnut tpcllcd backward, and it la said that generals liriint mid Sherman were fond of visiting the estate upon which the
walnut tree stood, near what Is now known as the American ujvlraridy, and
Uu.t they auggeMed the uume.
war-tim-
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"Nowadays, for their

chil-

dren, wise parents choose

POSTUM
This delicious table beverage, made of cereals, has
a wonderfully satisfying
flavor a flavor much like
the higher grades of coffee
(but without any of coffee's harm.) Postum is a
that
k
true, pure
has helped thousands to
forget the coffee habit.
food-drin-

"There's a Reason"
Grocers everywhere
sell POSTUM

Local and Personal

N.

B.

Comer, one of the early

settlers of thi section, was a
caller at the News office recent-

ly, Mr. Comer came here thirteen years ago, when the only
house within many miles of the
present site of Clovis, was that
of Pete McDaniel. He and his
sons all filed on homesteads in
this vhinity and he still has an
C. T. Gann a prosperous far- abiding faith in the future of
mer of northern Curry County, this part of New Mexico.
was a county seat visitor Wed
nesday and made this office a
Two Foreclosure Sales
Slirofl table visit. Mr, Gat in in14) acre tract of land adThe
is
sowing
280
forms us he
acres
to wheat this year and expects joining the city limits known as
to reap a rich harvest next year. the E. H. High tract was sold at
Rev. E. B. Hawk, of Groes-bec- foreclosure at the court house
Texas, who has been visit- Tuesday to satisfy a mortgage of
ing his twin brother B. L. Hawk $5,000 against the property.
at Grady, returned to his home The land brought $4,564. The
Thursday. B. L, Hawk accom First National Bank of Clovis
panied his brother as far as who held the lien was the
Clovis and made the News a
The R. W. Simmon's 160 acre
pleasant call. He is the demotract, located seventeen miles
cratic nominee for County ComNorthwest of the city was also
missioner from District Numbur sold Tuesday.
It brought $750
3, and it u needless to say he
and was purchased by Mm.
will be elected.
Myrtle SabaaUin, of Silverton,

Stuart Holmes, who plays a
leading part in William Fox's
"A Wife's Sacrifice," has a pet
parrot which has nothing to do
with the picture. Holmes insists
that his bird whistles real tunes

A

31 A
herre cower

New Serie s
Model IS B
--

XT'

-,

pur-chafe-

The monkey which goes with
the hnd organ in "A Wife's
Sacrifice," the new Fox feature
film, was the cause of heated
, argument among the property
people in making of the film.
This ape kept up the reputation
of his kind for trouble making,
and nobody wanted to care for
him. Monkeys do not come under the head of "properties" in
the actors' directory.

Roadster $620
l

k.

T.l.d.

Why Don't You Get a Car?
2 horsepower motor and is &s
complete as the most expensive ct :s
in the world.

Stop putting it off. Don't hold to the old
fashioned idea that an automobile is
an expense. It is not. It's an economy.

r

ful 3V

Also it uses very little gasoline.

Take this splendid new Overland, for
instance. It costs only $635. It's a
beauty. Large enough for your whole
family ; easy to run ; your son and
daughter can do it; has a big, power

Texas, who held n lien against
the property for this amount.

Bring your family in today and see this
Overland. It's the greatest value of
the year.

T. M. YELVERTON, Dealer.

Circus Is Coming
A circus is coming to town,
the Howe's Great London shows
will exhibit in Clovis Thursday Sept. 21. A. R. Hopper,

Clovis. New Mexico.
The

Willys-Overlan-

Company, Toledo, Ohio

d

"M.d.

In U. 3. A."

the advance agent was here this
week making the necessary

Learn to Read Advertising,You Men. Don't
Expect More Than
You Give

SPEARS CLEANING WORKS
(first door south of clovis national bank)
Clothes Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired Altered.
Phone S3.
Work called for and delivered.
SUITS MADE TO MEASURE

YOUR HEALTH

Former

LIFE AND DEATH
Our stock of Drugs is the best and freshest we can buy. We use the utmost care
in compounding all prescriptions, as your
doctor will tell you. It's a matter of conscience with us.

Gity Drug Store
Clovis, N.

St.

By J. R. HAMILTON
Advertising Manager of Wanamaker'a,

The Fox players will remain in

M.

After uKtliiK

change of program
night.

oat
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en-ti-
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT!

Philadelphia

aulde

Our buyer is now in the New York markets
buying new fall goods for you. Biff stock
now in transit. The latest creations in Men
Dress Goods,
and women's
Shoes and other lines, wait and see our
stocks before making your psrehases.
ready-to-we-

"Jackman's"

3

3C

3 El E

HE

3E

THE UNIVERSITY OF
NEW MEXICO

$G,040

Al
OPENS

"What Congress has
don concerning a

Ibuquerqua

22ND

.'::5.yST
For the ColU.

Government
Armor Plant

Year

1016-191- 7

Ample time remains to arrange for entraace,
Studc.U wishing to arrange for accomwa- titns, or desiring information of any kin
relative to attendance, may writ?, telegraph
or telephone. Address

and what people are
thinking about it"
Ulterlal
This U the title of t booklet
ere have prepared. We

shall be glad to send

I-

S-

to

The President's Office

any

South Bethlehem, Pe.
A

SHARK

INPXSTEB

LOCALITY

(I'hlladetDkU Record)

The University of New Mexico

one interested.

Bethlehem Steel Co.
S2M

I

ar

"The Store That Saves You Money."

to alA
Hihool district
to build
equip school houses, Superintend
Alvln N. White still has 9,000 at
dlxpoBHl In the building fund to
other districts.

a copy free

N

::

iMPMy-fln-

and

Mrs. Fleming, of Clovis, N. M.
has accepted a position with the
each Amarillo Dry Goods Company.
Amarillo News.

Clovis another week, with an

If there in anyone worthy of divine pity It is the man who
bunks his fortune in advertising the name of n breakfast food,
for example, and then Htept into the first little naineleHs Htore
he come to, and buyn a naineleHs pair of shoes or a nameU'SB lint.
About half the men in America are interested, in one way
or another, in advertising, and yet only a comparative handful
of you have actually learned the benefit of reading and responding to it.
Iteeently one of the largest clothing manufacturers in the
country stepped into a store and said, "Give me a suit of underwear."
"What kind?" said the clerk.
"Oh," said the manufacturer, "Any old kind will do." And
he would have been shocked out of his three chins if anybody
had said the same thing in buying clothes.
That man makes about the best clothes produced, and he
cannot understand why more people do not buy his product.
Now it is time all men took into consideration the value of
advertising and learned to respond to it.
No man can tell the exact value of merchandise outside of
his own particular line. Do you suppose a jeweler knows anything
about a suit of clothes, or a clothier has any absolute knowledge
of jewelry 7 Either one of them could be skinned out of his eye
teeth by the other, and probably would be if it weren't for advertising.
It is the name not the merchandise that a store or manufacturer sells. It is the name tu stands back of.

Depends on the Purity of Drugs used and
the care employed in compounding the
prescriptions given ' ou by your doctor.
Sometimes it is even a case of
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RANGE IS RAPIDLY GIVING
WAY TO WHEAT ACREAGE

A Cruical Moment In

THE

"A Wife's Sacrifice"

AIRDOME

Everybody Is Getting Into the Game and Big Crop
Is Expected Next Year.

OFFERS THE
Wheat is $1.33 a bushel in
this weak. This is the
highest August price paid for
wheat in 48 years.
The farmers of the Western
part of the county have played
it lucky this year, as only about
half of the crop in that section
of the county has been market
ed. Nearly all of the wheat in
the Northern and Eastern part
of the county has been sold.
The farmers have received on an
average $1.00 to 1 05 par bushel.
It is estimated that the farmers
of Curry County who sold their
wheat early lost something like
$750,000 by selling their crop
too soon. This is figured on an
estimate that there has been
200,000 bushels marketed.
About thirty per cent more
wheat ha been marketed bo far
this year, and Lester Stone, the
grain buyer, says that the crop
was larger this year than last.
Considering the price and quality
of the grain, this year's crop
will bring about twice aa much
money.
Next years acreage
likely
be double that of this
will
year. The big rains have given
an impetus to wheat planting
and everybody seems to be getting into the game. Prices next
year will likely bo higher than
they are at present. With a
good crop which everyone is expecting, there will be an abundance of prosperity in Curry
County and Eastern New MexiClovia

co

next year.

Among those who are planting
big acreage in wheat art Shipley

Brothers. They have the ground
D. C.
in shape for 700 acres.
Myers will have 500 acres, ami
Bryan anil Reed 300 to 100 acres.
Most of this wheat will be planted on sod land, which is a straw
showing that the rang is rapidly passing.

School Children of
Clovia Should Register
Friday September 1.
All children are asked to regis-

ter next Friday, September

WILLIAM FOX PHOTOPLAY
1

t

a

"A WIFE'S SACRIFICE"

a

1,

Featuring

ir

school.
living on Mitchell
should register
west
street
in the west school building. All
east of Mitchell street should
register in the east building. If
conditions are too crowded in
either building the children will
be sent to thj proper building
on Monday morning, the first
day of school.
Seventh grade children on
Mitchell street and west should
register in the west building.
E:ghUi grade children in all
parts of the city should register
in the eait building.
Miss Ruth Schlott has accepted the position left vacant due
to the resignation of Miss Neva
Odom.
The east school building has

Children

and

A correspondent at rarwell
writes:
The rainfall Saturday, Sun
day and Monday ha9 been as
ienerous as it was welcome all
over the Panhandle and south
plains of Texa3 and eastern Ne.v
Mexico. In some localities it bp
Kan to look like failure even of
forage crops like kaffir corn and
feterita. Hut there is now t- noujrh moisture to insure some
ciops. This rain will also result
in much benefit to the farmer.
who are planning large acreage
of winter wheat this all.
In a trio over this territory,
one sees much land already pre
pared for winter wheat. Trac
tors and six horse teams are
turning much land. Others are
using; heavy outfits for discing
the land and opening it up for
the ttorage of moisture. Another
very noticeable feature is the
great number of little groves of
trees around the farm homes
that have been set out the last
year or two. They are alreudy
changing the appearance of the
Staked Plains.
1

A NIGHT IN HAWAII

If
Oval

ee

The graceful Native Dances as interpreted by the

danc-iJC-

ing Girl.

:

:

C

Six Clever Singers, Dancers, Players.
aRd Inrtrumental
Laical Vc'
Americas and Hawaiian.

I

Lyceum

Selections,

both

Monday and
Tuesday

SEPTEMBER, 4th., and 5th.
Entire Change of Program Second Night.

from the Fox show.
he sleep?

When does

Grand and Petit Juries
Notice has been posted that
the grand and petit juries for
the September term of district
court of the fifth Judicial district
within and for Curry County,
will be drawn on September 8 at
3 o'clock at the court house in
Clovis.
Word has been received from
Arthur Curren aud family tnat
they had reached their destination, Eureka, Calif., and that
they liked their new home very
much.

B.

MANTELL
World's Most Renowned
Stars and,
T

O UAl

I

Genevieve
HAMPER
Shakesper-ia- n

Stuart Holmes

tj

C El

I

The Most Hated Movie Villian

Genevieve
HAMPER

MANTELL

Hawaiian Troubadors

At The

'

Robert

and

Robert

THE CELEBRATED

:

---

"A WIFE'S SACRIFICE"

g

--

t

PR-ODU-

been undergoing repairs and
will present a clean aid neat
Marriage Licenses
appearance on the first day.
Zeverys E. Bossa, St Vrain,
Mr. J. M. Rozzell will be janiN. M. and Miss Chloe Mason, tor of the west sice and Mr. J
Ima. N. M.
A. Pieron will be janitor of the
J. A. Matheson, Inez, N. M. east side.
and Miss Julia O'Neal, Portales,
N. M.
Married In Clovia
A.
Matheson of Inez, N. M.
J.
Several wells will be put down and Julia O'Neal of Portales ob
Always on the Job.
north of Roswell in a very prom-in- tained a marriage license in
Heavy machinery Clovis Wednesday
oil field.
and were When doesOificer Sadler bleep?
promohas been ordered and the
mirried at the Court house at This is a question that is botherof
intention
an
announce
ters
four o'dock by J. S. Morgan, ing a lot of people around town.
He is supposed to be on duty at
going deep.
Probate Judge.
night, but he is never missed
from his regular beat in the daytime, so when does he sleep?
Maybe he is like an ostrich,
stands on one leg and sleeps
Anywhen no one is looking.
way, he is seen on duty both
day and night. Three o'clock
Monday morning when the
Presenting the Musical Novelty
streets were flooded with water
just after a storm, he was on
duty cleaning out the gutters.
At noon the next day he was
still at it, and at eleven o'clock
Featuring LAUANA, Hawaii's Daintiest Dancer. Monday night he was seen standing at the corner of Main and
Grand Avenue with his eagle
by
sung
played
and
aa
melodies
quaint
Native
The
on the crewds returning
these Master Musicians.

C

X

1
at any time between nine o'clock
will
and three o'clook. Parents
kindly provide their children
with the following information:
Age, date of next birthday, telephone number or number of
nearest telephone in the neighborhood that miy be used, street
address. Be sure to have the
children bring their last year's
report enrd. Parent who can
do so are invited to come with
C
kVWILLlAM FOX
their children in order to meet
the teacher.
According to custom only
children who will be six years of
FEATURING
age thirty days after school
opens will be permitted to enroll.
B.
The date this year will be October 4. Any child six years of
age after that date shall not
register for this year, All children who are to attend school Big Acreage In Wheat
should start in the first day of
Around Farwell.

5 Hi- -'

Tuesday, August 29th., 1916.
A cene From, "A Wife's Sacrifice."
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The William Fox Photoplay; Featuring Robert B.
Mantell and Genevieve Hamper, two of the greatest Shakesperian Stars trat ever appeared before

hiiiii'-nif- t
from AIiiiiiokohIo
13.-- i
prcfit'ni uvrrui!!- iir.il craicH. or
mi pntimlH dally.
(ixniiHlnnli tH ni San
Mori' than
la Ke allinili'd tin- S.uno Doinluu"
liicin Corn Danon.
l
Club of Di mliiK, a ko
Tinliaw bmn
The Famous Hawaiian
clttl organization,
Isrd as tut.' Ui'inlnn Club.
Troubadors
KIluTta pi'inlifs "if bclim ahippi-l
The Hawaiian troubadnra aplaiui
libi ially from Cm Iiail. n
Inrip''iiiii(!.
I
) uviiiK liurrli'd
pear at the Lyceum theatre
Monday and Tuesday. September
Work lia.i Ih'I-i- i cnliimiMiii'il on lli
siliool biilldlna
iciiHtrurtion of a
4 5, and come here very highly
I'itMlraii. TaoH couniy.
ui
recommended. Newspapers of
Klft'M'ii mllis of nun'Mfi-i- l roacl ar
wi"
lhal
f"np
Arizona and New Mexican cities
by
buill
to bi
"i
Union.
of
south
work
in which thev have appeared are
start to
in
I'niitioiiH arc hflim flrculaK'd
lavish in their praise of the
Mnmlali'iia Hsklnis lliat tin- column troupe. A Las Vegas paper, in
nity Im iiirorporairil n a vIIIiik.
mentioning their appearance
Thi- ibiicIi
liomi' of (Jovi'inor
CHirl.o.o. is iinib'rKoiua thpm on Ju v 27. concludes a
at
nxiriislvf repairs and additions.
article as follows:
rsl of
T. I'. Hairs sold Ills rantn
Vegans are elad that the
llousr, lo .1. !'. h'ulfrr. of In Coimva, Hawiians appeared last night.
int'ltidiiii; the l'v''
noi
fm tlL'.2aii.
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The Btrange

sILi-k-

music that they

us no played and the quaint novelty of
Tin- (iiivrrnor conimiMsiniti-l.ujan, or San Mlnui'l their nrnuram was a relief from
lurii'H Frank
wunly. and John C. Honli.', of i:olia the 'sameness' with which moat
tounty.
travplinc musicians entertain.
Corio liiis luilijy, a Civil War itT
an an. lor tnorr Hum fifty ywim a The troupe consists of four men
icsidrilt of Nuw Mrxlio, dlrd at hid and two women, each being a
'
I cnie
In Cimiirr.m.
natural musician". and they will
ha
Tin- third crop of
be a treat for all,
lh- - Kspnnola Vnllry In bim Ii
aiiacki-of
tin
swci-soinr
to
a
nrmbrrs
clran.
tields
Attorney Sam Bratton was in
of the Hereford,
The next annunl
Texas. Wednesday on
IliRhway Anaoclatlon
lliilf
While waiting
legal
business.
which recently mot In Raton, will be
for his
station
Clovis
the
at
Vernon,
'lei.
held al
An offorl Is being made to rals train some one slipped a pair of
fundi sufficient to innlall a phons men's slippers into his grip,
lino lo terminate al Bellvlnw, forty evidently through
a mistake.
miles north of Clovis.
it undiscover
Judge
not
did
The
Soino of the iM Vcsas pnopln whe
got
Hereford.
to
Albmiuorque
he
til
at
fair
thi?
slate
attiind
ill show their rldliiK ability In cow
boy and wild went stunts.
For Rent Light housekeeping
tin at.d sleeping rooms, modern, the
A reroner'a jury reported on
death of Mrs. James Hennessey of Persinger rooming house, 501
finding that she died
Albuquerque,
A 24 e
Otero Ave. Pbone 415.
from poisoning by muriatic acid
I
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In His Latest and

Funniest Photoplay

'The Vagabond'
In Two Reels

AiRDOME
Sat,

Sept., 9 th.

